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EDITORIAL 
A CASE OF CONCRETE 
Students and staff at this institution are 
steadily being boxed in on the once-sweep-
ing lawns. 
When deciding on a new inscription for 
the Michie Building, perhaps University 
planners should look outwards for a change 
and inscribe: "Stop - while we still need 
lawnmowersl". 
The northern lawns and trees will soon 
be swallowed by library extensions, and 
who knows what fate lies in store for the 
splendid cloisters and lawn of the Great 
Court? 
But let's think small. The latest piece 
of functional adjustment has been the lay-
ing of a path around the lake (tak6 a look 
out of the Refec windows if you're not a 
physical type - the result is horrible). 
That lake is one of the few beaiitiful 
spots left on a campus that is rapidly be-
coming crowded with hodge-podge con-
structions. 
Justification for the latest piece of land-
scaping may be fewer muddy boots, but the 
price is too high. Once, one could get avray 
from crowded classrooms or the Refec 
feeding-bins for half an hour or so and just 
sit and watch ducks preening, the lake re-
flecting the sky, or a massive tree at the 
centre of the whole heavy with ibis and 
other wild birds. 
But now we have an ugly concrete path 
across the hill beside the Jake, and we have 
lost something. 
It's only a small Joss - a symptom of 
our total environmental chaos - but we 
shoukl all give ourselves a hearty kick for 
being too apathetic or too busy with other 
matters to halt the destruction while there 
was still time. 
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SEXUALITY 
The Editor, 
Recently, a copy of Semper Floreat was 
given to us. Articles such "Human Sexual-
ity - Beginnings" have absolutely nothing 
to recommend them to the reader. Per-
haps it'sjust another case ofthe vocal mi-
nority or is it also one more indication 
that amongst that section of the comm-
unity, moral standards have reached an 
all time low? By printing this type of rub-
bish you are debasing a way oflife that 
is a predous heritage to many Australians. 
Surely the aims of your paper should be 
to uplift rather than degrade. 
Yours disgustedly, 
(Mrs) B. Macdonald 
The Editor, 
As a member of the Queensland Uni-
versity Parents Association and a citizen, 
I register my protest concerning the most 
blatant pornography demonstrated in a 
recent issue of Semper Floreat, a quon-
dam respectable publication. Tliis trend 
towards parading sex matters before stu-
dents is to be deplored especially when 
they are supposed to be concentratuig on 
higher education in a setting provided and . 
maintained at enormous cost to the tax-
payer. 
Some significant improvement in stan-
dards and policy is called for and it is ho-
ped that I have your prompt and effective 
co.operation to this end. 
Yours faithfully, 
R. H. Doggrell 
HUMANISM 
The Editor, 
We regret to note that the editor of 
Expo Semper found it necessary to delete 
95% of our submission, which was aimed 
at removing misconceptions about Hum-
anism. Instead she selected the least rele-
vant parts of the submission and confus-
ed U.Q.H.S., the University of Qld 
branch with Q.H.S., the slate branch. 
. In compensation, we request to have 
the following brief printed. 
U.Q.H.S. ExecutWe 
Humanism is an evolutionary frame-
work of human values, a global pool of. 
knowledge and ideas ahned at true satis-
faction of real human needs and worth-
while desires. This requires a new and 
flexible social structure based on em-
perical knowledge and reason, replacing 
dogma and superstition. True revolution 
can be effeqted by enhancing the quality 
and diversity of all individuals. 
Humanists focus on (Wo-)Man affirm-
mg unity of body and mhid. We sanctify 
the higher manifestations of human nat-
ure in art, in love, in intellectual compre-
hension, and in aching adoration. We 
are committed to Tolerance, Optimism 
and Reason. We substitute self'disciphne 
for authority, Exemplification for dem-
onstratkm, explanation for hitimidation, 
auto.experience for indoctrination. Our 
Manifesto sets out how far we go in crea-
tirig the cUmate for well-balanced devel-
opment and flowering of personalities, 
bolh as individuals and as members of 
Kiciety. 
Art provides qualitative enrichment 
oflife, tapping emotional resources and 
Imagination, mtegrati)^ Discovery and 
Assimilation. We seek to cultivate creat-
ive expression, sense of wonder and co-
operation. • 
Religion or spiritual ecology, is useful 
to silence the inquisitive mind about des-
tiny, to accept discomfort, to motivate 
acts of comradeship. Yet to sit back and 
believe that a Super-nature will take care 
of world events is dangerous. Mankind is 
endowed with great potential and com-
missioned to exploit these talents. We do 
not diametrically oppose the concept of 
Deity but regard it as irrelevant. The evi-
dence for its existence is inconclusive. We 
do recognise ethical standards as they ar-
ise from human need and interest. We pro-
tect human dignity and privacy. 
Science establishes relationships be-
tween natural phenomena - it increases 
our comprehension control and re-oigan-
isation capacities; just another inescapable 
step on the ladder of Evolution. We put 
our trust in the human mmd to solve hu-
man problems by human means. D 
ACADEMIC GOWNS 
The Editor, 
As a service to students, the Academ-
ic Dress Hiring Committee of the Queens-
land Association of University Women, 
has all forms of academic dress, available 
for hire. 
The full outfit for graduation, l.c., 
cap, gown and faculty hood can be hired 
for $7.00 (plus an equal returnable depo-
sit). 
All money raised is used for a post- . 
graduate fellowship for a woman student. 
For further biformation please apply 
to the Convenor, phone 99 2928. 
Yours faithfully, 
Mrs W.A. Freeman, 
Convenor. 
AUSTRALIA PARTY 
The Australia I^rty will possibly be 
fielding a team of six candidates in next 
year's Brisbane City'Council elections. 
As the Australia Party believes in part-
icipatory democracy we cordially invite 
the people of Brisbane and university stu-
dents to make recommendations for our 
policy formation for these council elect-
ions. Wc welcome comments, opinions and 
policy concepts from people belonging to 
all walks of life and organisations. 
We will be emphasising public traniport, 
participatory democracy, long and short-
term town planning, environmental issues 
and concem for the individual. If you are 
dissatisHed with the Labor dominated 
council and with the non-progressive Lib-
eral party, then consider the Australia 
Party as a real alternative. People interest-
ed in establishmg a new and better Bris-
bane should inform us of your views which 
can be sent to the address shown below. 
Auslralia Party Policy 
Box 1967 
Brisbane Qld 4001 
PRISONS 
Dear Editor, 
I read with interest the article on 
Prisons by Martyn Goddard in Semper 
N0.8. 
The article brought home to me 
some of the grim realities of prison 
life. Too often, prisoners are forgotten 
about as a result of the mentality "out 
of sight, out of mmd". 
It seems our attention is only ever 
focused on them when there is a revolt 
such as Attica. It is to be hoped that 
some alternatives to the present anti-
quated system will soon emeige. 
Yours faithfully, 
Jane Summerfield. 
CONSTITUTION CHANGES 
NOTICE IS HEREBV GIVEN that the 
foltowing constitutional clianges will ba 
presented at tha Sth Ordinary Meeting 
of Council to be held on Thursday August 
7th at 6.30 p.m. In the J.D. story Room. 
The following constltuttonal change 
Is to tM presentad for Its first reading. 
64/626 THAT SECTION 4(aJ 
OP THE CONSTITirrtON BE AIWENDEO 
BY THE DELETION OF-THE DEFINIT-
ION OF "Executive". 
THAT SECTION IB.CllOF THE CON-
STITUTION BE DELETED, AND A NEW 
SECTION 13.(1) BE ENACTED TO REAO 
AS FOLLOWS 
13.(1) Tha governing body of the Union 
than bat '^  ' 
oft 
I the Council, which shall consist
(a) The members of the Executive being 
it The President 
li) The General Vice-President 
III) The Traauirer 
iv) The Union Secretary 
V) The Local A.U.S. Secretary 
vl) The Convenorf of such areas si may 
by Regulation be |M'escrlbedi< (b) The convenors of tuch standing . 
committees as may, by this Constitution 
and Regulations made theraunder, be pre-
tcribed; (c) Thirty-rive elected members chosen 
by and from the members of tha Union 
voting separately )n each area as hereinbe-
fore prescribed. . • (a) TWO members elected by and from 
the members of the Unlvertlty of Queens-
land Union Staff Association. 
THAT SECTION 18.(1) AND 1BA2) OF 
THE CONSTITUTION BE DELETED AND 
NEW SECTIONS la.tlHt} AND (bl BE 
INSERTED TO READ AS FOLLOWSi 
le.tlWa) A member of the Union shall be 
eligible to vote in the election of any mem-
ber Of the Council for which he/she Is ell-
Ible to ncmlnate 
the Unton, and the result of this second 
calculation shall ba the quota for the ap-
portionment of elected members. (b) The Electoral Officer shall then di-
vide the quota prescribed in sub-section ..^ 
16.(2)(a) Into the number of active mem- ~ 
' bars or the Unton In each araat any free- . 
tion equal to or less than half being dis-
regarded, any fraction greater than half ' 
being taken as awhole number. (c) Each area shall first be apportioned 
one elected member, and.then shall be 
apportioned a further number of elected 
members In eccordance with the results 
of the calculations prescribed In iut>-sect-
lon 18.(2] (b). (d) The Elecioral Officer shall determine 
the apportionment of elected members 
of the council and shall report his/her de-
termination to the Council for confirma-
tion before tbe conclusion of the Febru-
ary semester tn each year. 
THAT SECTION 17. OF THE CONSTITU-
TION BE DELETED, AND ANEW SEC-
TION 17. BE ENACTED TO READ AS 
FOLJLOWSJ 
17.(1) Any active member of the Union 
may nominate for the position of mem-
ber of the Executive or Convenor of a 
Standing Committee except as hereinafter 
prescribed. . . . . . , . , 
17.(2) Any active member of the Union 
who spends more than fifty percent of 
his/her timetable in an area specified by 
the Regulations may nominate for the 
position of Convenor or elected member 
. of tlie area. (3) Any female active member of the 
Union may nominate for the position of 
Convenor of the women's Rights Standing 
Committee. ^ . ._ . (4) Any overseas student who is an act-
ive member of the Unton may nominate 
for tha position of Convenor of the Over-
teat Studenti Services Standing Commit-
tee. (5) (a) No person receiving an allow-
ance from the Union for a position elect-
ed shall nominate for a further position 
which, if that candidate were elected, 
would entitle that person to receive a fur-
ther allowance: (b) No person shall nominate for.' 
more than one voting position at any el-
ection. . 
ger be entitled to nominate for the posit-
ion he/she holds, shall notify the Union 
secretary In writing of such change Imme-
diately tnat It occurs and his/her position 
sihall become vacant at and from tha time 
of the change. 
THE FOLLDWJNQ CONSTtTUTIONAL 
CHANGES ARE TO BE CONSIDERED 
FOR THEIR SECOND READINGi ., 
64/563 THAT THE FOLI.OWING 
SECTIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION 
BE AftflENDED BY THE DELETION OF 
THE WORD "Chairman" WHEREVER 
IT APPEARS AND THE INSERTION OF 
THE WORD "Convenor": 13.1.{h) and 
"'t 17.1.; 18.1.; 28.2) 30.2.(a)I io;4 
- i.Ua) and 34.3Ja}. * • IJSC/. §4/566 THAT THE FOLLOWjrtb 
fih nil .5 i l7r28.2t''30.2.1  j i34 l.j  •-• '
6 i n t ruj-tvimiiwi
SECTIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION 
BE AMENDED BY THE DELETION OF 
THEWORD "Chairman" WHEREVER 
tLS?SI^''S,.ANO THE INSERTION OF 
AND 37.5(111). L5C/87 
64/568 .THAT THE FOLt-OWINQ 
. ( ) 
64/568 TK*^. ...... r w i . > ^ . . i i ^ 
S|CTlONS DF THE CONSTITUTION 
BE AMENDED BY THE DELETION OF 
THE WORD "his" WHEREVER ITApJ 
PEARS AND THE INSERTION OF THE 
59.2. • . -- .. ^j^Q.^g 
64/571 THAT SECTIONS 13.(5f AND 
37.1. OF THE CONSTITUTION BE A M -
ENDED BY THE DELCTf(3N OF THE 
WORD "him" WHEREVER IT APPEARS 
AND THE INSERTION OF THE WORDS 
"him/her". "1.50/92 
64/572 THAT SECTION 17.(3) OF Ib^£21STiTyTIONBeAMEN(iEO ' ?,y, ^Kf .P^iiSTiPN O F THE WO RD 
"himself" AND THE INSERTION OF 
S i s ? * THAT THE FOLLOWitMG 
SECTIONS OF THE CONSTITUTtON 86 
AMENDED BY THE D E L E T I O N W T H I 
WORD "he" WHEREVER IT APPEARS 
ANDTHE INSERTION OF THEV^Ros 
gi  
lb)'the electoral officer and the Deputy 
Electoral Officers thallrnot.vote 1n,»pyiA\-i/i/ otii lalfi/ hi.t?) Candidates for election who have' 
ectlonorreferendum. ••••••"•"' - 1 " ' ^ •'"^  "TboBi fide Intention of altering their area. . 
" •' ' i t ' durlngthatermof a Council may nominate' 
OF 
IBERED THAT PRESENT SECTION 18. 31 THE CONSTITUTION BE RENUI,._-„-
18.1(C). THAT A NEW SECTION 1W.« 
OF T | 4 E CONSTITUTION BE ENACTED • 
TO READ AS FOLLOWSi , ^ „ ^ ,. 
18.2(a) The Electoral Officer shall tub- ' 
tract the number of areas from the whole 
number of elected memben, and shall d l - " 
vide the result of this firtt calculation Jntft., 
• • • > ! ; 
for election to a position on that Council. 
. Written notke ofthe intention to change 
area must be submitted with the candida-
te's nomination. (b) Should a successful candidate .-
'. chahge.nft area In accordance wtth the 
' terms of his notice, his position thail auto-
iimattcAliy become vacant (c) Any member of Council Whoie 
«TITSV,^VlE^R'E°p1l?jD°b^ 
A NDW SUB-SEcrriON 59.2. BE ENACT-
ED TO READ AS FOLLOWSi 
59,2. Voting on the motion for such a 
Special Resolution shall be taKen by roll 
call of the members of the Council and 
the voting shall be reported In detail In the 
minutes. • LSC/ioV 
thVvihbfe numbiFOf active members 6f^'^--''''l 'J'.iiW* 3fi«n8et to that he/the would no lon 
1'ti!-i>i Y'l':'--i| oitigbmliottt 9- ' 
John Campbell 
Union'Secratdry 
3 stinper ftoreat 
SNIPPINGS 
NUCLEAR SIGN 
LEARNING EXCHANGE 
The social action/environment de-
partment of AUS is producing a "Nat-
ional SAE Leaming Network". Briefly 
the network will consist of two main 
listings. 
1. Areas - lists of subjects which 
sponsors would like to communicate 
on, are presently involved in, resources 
they are/have/know of etc., and pro-
jects they propose that people should 
contact. 
2. Contacts - names and addresses 
of people to enable easy contact. 
Obviously the network has tremen-
dous potential as a national co-ordina-
tion service for all sorts of activities, 
thereby enabling those activities to be 
put in a much wider perspective as 
they will be available for comment by 
other interest groups. 
Learning network forms are available 
from Union Office. D 
""•E HHCEFVL 
^M KILLS 
OMHiimmm 
Would the person/s who souvenired 
the anti-Nuke sign from the Relax 
Block wall please retum it to AUS 
office. No questions asked. We need 
the sign for the Hiroshima Day protest. 
AUGUST 6 
Wednesday August 6th 
Jeannie Lewis Concert 
- 8.00 pm Mayne Hall 
AUS Travel Day - Forum /Vrea 
Hiroshima Day-
Vigil - Aust. (Jovt. Center -10 pm 
Bike rally from Great Court 
to City Square -11.30 pm 
Public Rally - City Square -12 pm 
Debate on University - Mayne Hall 
1.00 pm 
VIDEO_NOW ON CAMPUS 
A Union Film and Video Unit has fi-
naUy been established for the use of all 
interested Union members. The Video 
Unit already possesses two portapaks 
and has editing facilities as well. Work-
shops on the use of this equipment will 
be conducted in second semester. Any 
enquiries about the Unit or its work-
shops can be directed to Activities Of-
fice or the Interim Director of the Film 
and Video Unit - Bruce Dickson (c/-. 
Union Office). A series of special film 
and video workshops for women may 
be attempted if there is sufficient int-
erest - the objective of this course 
being the formation of a Women's Film 
and Video Group to prepare tapes of spe-
cial interest to women. Plans for the Unit 
also include "cabling up" the Refectory 
for inegular broadcasts as well as pre-
publicised regular programmes wMch 
would use any good quality tapes pro-
duced here or in the southern states (e.g. 
by the AUS Video Network.) 
Students who have had no experience 
with video but are interested in leaming 
about it will be pleasantly surprised at 
how easy it is to use. D 
HOMOSEXUAL 
CONFERENCE 
Melboume Universtty Union 
August 16,17 1975 
You are lnvit*d to participate in a 
national conference for homosexual 
men and women. The idea for the 
conference grew out of the need for 
homosexuali in Australia to come to-
gether in order (o discuss our exper-
iences of opprtuion »nd our potable 
actions toward liberation. 
Homosexuals need to evolve a new 
perspective on our situation in 1975 
and consider possible alternatives tO' 
ward action. The conference is primar-
ily for homosexuals, and it is hoped 
that homosexuals from all vvalks of life 
will attend, 
Therell be small group workshops and 
plenary sessions, speakouts and special 
workshops - all designed, hopefully, 
to encourage homosexuals to contrib-
ute their experience and thoughts. 
lepers are now b«ing invited and will 
be dnnilated to all people who regi-
ster. Papers wil) also be on sale at a 
later date. 
Registrations for the conference close 
August 1, Please contact us immed-
iately for further details and registra-
tion forms. 
YOGA 
QUEENSLAND UNIVERSITY YOGA SOCIETY 
The Yoga Society provides fuUy qualified and train-
ed teachers to pass on the knowledge and traditional 
methodology of Yoga which make for a more flowing 
life by alleviating tension, inhil)itions and fears. 
The following article by Shri Vijayadev Yogendra, 
Pfesident of the Yoga Teachers' Association of Austra-
lia, is a concise statement of the basis of Yoga to which 
the Society adheres: 
The basis of the study of Yoga dates back more than 
2000 years. At that time there were men who wanted to 
develop the innate intelligence that we are blessed with. 
They wished to understand through this innate intelli-
gence the relationship between man and man, man and 
the universe, and man and any higher factor - call it 
God or the Divinity. Out of such relationships and un-
derstanding they sought to lose their inhibitions and so 
become free and happy. 
These people started looking at these questions seri-
ously and asked how it would be possible to develop 
attitudes to life which would bring peace and content-
ment. They wanted to know how to live a life with a 
productive basis, a creative basis, a contributive basis, 
rather than a life full of suffering with its demands, 
needs and necessities. 
This is the fundamental premise. In order to reach 
that state they then had to start vvith certain techniques 
and methodologies. They assembled these together and 
put them under the one heading of Yoga, or "that which 
brings you together, that which unites you to the infini-
te source of knowledge". 
So the subject has its physical postures and training; 
it has its emotional part and training; it has its own psy-
chological and metaphysical training and its training in 
concentration and meditation. These are the steps which 
lead to this development, it is not an easy thing. It is 
something on which you have to work, constantly, for 
years on end, to get the required results, trying to deve-
lop and understand yourself and.realise the higher asp-
ects of life. 
. At the university your hopes are different, your asp-
irations are different and so are your aims - you live 
in a mundane sociely, full of materialism. Your ideas "" 
are nothing else but yieed and ambition. And you want 
to fit into such a life a subject like Yoga, vinually chal-
lenging it and saying: 'Now let's see what you can do 
for me.' Rather h is a matter of Yoga asking you, and 
saying: 'Now let's see what you can do for yourself.' 
That is a much more fundamental approach. A teacher 
comes here, looks at you and says: 'Let's see how far 
you will go'. How much have you got in you, or are 
you going to fall away, because you don't have the sta-
mina or the consistency, or the mind to develop your-
self. Are you so greedy, so selfish, so self-centred, so 
emotionally involved, so disintegrated, so distracted 
that you can't make the distance. That is the challenge. 
SVD 
The Society is now accepting enrolments in its second 
semester classes. Enquiries may be made at the stand 
which will be maintained in the Forum Area, Union Com-
plex for the first two weeks of this semester. Thereafter 
in the Drama Room located in the Music Room. D 
V.D. only the common 
cold is more common 
(Rabelais) - I have in front of me VD-The Facts pub-
lished by The Family Planning Association. Under the 
heading How is it caught? is the statement you can't 
catch VD from lavatory seats, towels, bedclothes, door 
handles or dirty cups. A common enough statement, 
but one which may be completely wrong and which 
may be contributing to the spread of what WHO (World 
Health Organisation) calls a "world wide epidemic". 
In 1973, Dr Claes Hemiing and Dr Lisbeth Jakobsen-
(from the Sudnsvaal Hospital in Sweden) reported that 
they had been able to isolate gonococci from a toilet 
seat, wash basin, water tap, electric light switch, a cot-
ton towel and from fingertips that had all been inocula-
ted four hours before. 
The theory that VD is contracted in only one way 
(thiough sexual intercourse) contributes to the woxld 
wide VD epidemic by reinforcing guilt associations and 
this keeps many people particularly teenagers, from seek-
, ing professional help when they need it. 
Girls who feel no shame at having intercourse with 
their boyfriends will walk around with a discharge and 
initation for months rather than have themselves trea-
ted. Men who boast in the Pub of their sexual conquests 
will insist in the suigery that the sore on their penis is 
from where they got it caught in a zipper. 
People who insist that they could not have been in-
fected by direct sexual contact must now be taken seri-
ously. 
ITie parts of the body most vulnerable to contracting 
gonorrhea from inanimate objects are the eyes. Gonoco-
ccal Conjunctivitis is a rapidly destructive inflammation 
of the eyelid linuig caused by gonococci, carried there 
by fingers usually. It cannot be a coincidence that its oc-
currence is increasing more rapidly than that of other 
forms of gononhea. 
Also on the inaease are gonococcal pharyngitis (gon-
orrhea in the throat) and rectal gonorrhea in both men 
and women. This conesponds with the increase in the 
popularity of both oral and anal sex. . 
Many men attempt to treat themselves with various 
concoctions and (Vhen the symptoms disappear they as-
sume that they have cured themselves. They haven't, 
the. primaiy symptoms usually disappear by themselves 
after a few weeks when the secondary stage begins. 
It is unfortunate that the main emphasis is on the cure 
•rather than the prevention of VD. 
There are of tourse precautions to prevent contract-
ing VD. These injgthods are usually kept from the public 
for various reasons - usually moral (after all, you should 
not encourage people). 
If preventative methods were universally practiced it 
would only take about a month for VD to become almost 
extinct. 
The peoples Republic of China has already managed 
to do just that. The incidence of VD is so low that VD 
tests are no -. longer required before marriages. 
Many women are unaware that inspecting their part-
ners before intercourse could prevent their catching VD. 
If their partner shows any chancre or sore on the shaft 
of the penis or nearby, it could be a symptom of VD. 
Such sores are a sign to avoid sexual intimacy and seek 
a medical examuiation. 
Taking a bath and washing the genitals thoroughly 
after any sexual contact is of course an absolute must. 
If every man or woman who had even a slight discharge 
from the genitals, pain on passing urine or any kind of 
sore on the genital area went for a VD test the incidence 
would drop dramatically. 
In America the probability that a person will catch 
VD by the time they are 25 is 50%. It isn't as h^h in 
Australia yet, but keep working on it - it'll get there. 
There is a VD clinic at 8 Butterfield St, Herston, 
Brisbane. Treatment for VD is free, D 
4 Mmper floraat 
An Assessment of Assessment 
in Primary Schools 
The foUowing is taken from a report entitled "Assessment within the Primary School" prepared in 
1972 by Mr Noel Wilson, Principal Research and Planning Officer of the South Australian Depart-
ment. While the article specifically refers to assessment in primary schools the pomts covered have 
a far wider application. 
ASSESSMENT AND ITS EFFECTS 
ON LEARNING 
An assessment is a description of performance. An 
evaluation is an inference based on that description. 
We attempt to systematise our description of perfonn-
ance by categorizing it into English or Mathematics, 
into attitudes or skills or knowledge. 
We tend to apply numbers (or letters) to our.descri-
ptions. This is administratively simple, and it produces 
a bonus - if that is the right word. It enables us to rank 
children on the attribute we are interested in. 
Now It is easier to apply numbers to descriptions 
if all children attempt the same tasks at the same time 
- so the notion of a test comes in - an artificial and 
intense sampUng of behaviour in a narrow time period, 
for the purpose ,of... the purpose, generally, it seems if 
ranldng children. And the purpose of that... 
Now such intense marshalling of behaviour into a 
short time span has some tech^cal problems associa-
ted with it. It involves sampling the total set of behav-
loun that are our real interest. We just select a few mat-
hematics examples. We have only a few words to spell. 
We may select a few passages for comprehension. Our 
sample is likely to be biased and unrepresentative. So 
any assessment is subject to errors - errors in observa-
tion, or'in sampling - and the shorter the test, the more 
removed from the normal perfonnance situation,-the 
more biased our particular selection of questions, the 
more idiosyncratic our particular way of marking or 
describing - so the less generalizable our description of 
the child's behaviour will be - the more we are measur-
ing his interaction with us, rather than some attribute 
thatishis. 
What are the hnplications so far for the cla^oom tea-
cher-
1. Descriptions of behaviour made in test situations 
are suspect if the test situations vary greatly from ot-
her learning or performance situations. 
2. All assessments are subject to enor. Numerical ^ 
sessments (or graded assessments) may contam large 
errors in tenns of their generalizability to other as-
sessors and other equivalent tests. 
3. If we use tests, numbers, and grades, we need to 
be very dear about their purposes, and why we use 
them rather than dieck lists or veibal descriptions. 
So far we have talked of assessment, which purports 
to be a description of some attribute ofthe child. Evalu-
ation involves a further step. If we mark the evaluation, 
then we are making an inference about his perfonnance. 
We are giving hhn feedback. It seems fair to assume that 
the purpose of that feedback is to facilitate his leamhig. 
For that is our purpose as educators. 
Evaluation then, is educationally desirable if it faci-
litates the student's leardng. It is educationally undes-
irable if it bihibits or constricts his leaming. 
CURRENT PRACTICES 
(a) EFFECTS 
The current system of grades has resulted in a system 
where failure is inevitable. Grades can only have com-
municable and generalizable meaning when defined as 
percentile ranges within a specifled population. There is 
ample research evidence that absolute staiidards exist 
only hi the belief ^sterns of individual assessors, and 
that in practice standards are relative to the population 
being assessed. In many assessment system; cunently hi 
use there is an overt statement about the relativity of 
grades. But grades have been given a nornaative value al-
so. D and E grades are almost invariably d6$cn1>;d as un-
satisfactory or below an acceptablelevel,althoughby 
defuiition, twenty to thhty percent of children must find 
themselves thus categorized. The luiguistic slide has even 
resulted in a shift from the logical A, B, C, D, E, designa-
tion to an A, B, C, D, U. designation, highlighting the in-
evitability of unsatisfactory work. In many schools even 
the description 'below average', has pejorative connotat-
ions, although fifty percent of children must, by defmi-
tion, be below average. 
It is possible that the grading system stunulates high-
er ability sludents to work harder. Whether such moti-
vation is particularly desirable is a matter for debate. 
But it is likely that even for such students, working for 
grades rather than for more direct self-fulfihnent has a 
constrictive and narrowing effect on their leaming, and 
tends to discourage divergent thmking and activities. 
For students of lower ability, who almost invariably 
find themselves categorized as unsatisfactory or as fail-
ures, there is little doubt that .-such evaluation! produc-
es considerable emotional threat, is destructive to their 
self-concepts as learners aird thus inhibits their motiva-
tion and ability to leam. There is ample research evid-
ence that blame and castigation is more likely to mhib-
it response, than to inspire better performance or more 
learning. 
It is difficult to see how tests developed for grading 
purposes can help the teacher, or the child, dispose 
difficulties, hi fact, m as.much as such tests are used 
diagnostically and followed up by effective remedial 
work, the initial grade becomes quite meaningless and 
misleading. In most schools, the ^ving of the test and 
the giving of the grade is an end point which leads neit-
her to remedial work nor to effective teacher decision- , 
makmg. In most cases, in terms of helpful feedback to 
students, the graded assessment is educationally sterile. 
Finally, there appears to be ahnost no effort made to 
teach students to . evaluate their own work, to assess ob-
jectively their achievements in terms of their personal 
expectations. When the teacher goes, when they leave 
school, what then shall be their criteria? 
COMMUNICABILITY 
Just as most teachers seem to see grades as end-points 
so do students. The most positive reaction to a grade less 
than A seems to be a sort of general resolve to work hard-
er. Yet the cold logical truth of the matter is that if every-
one worics harder the grades will not, in fact, alter. The 
more usual reaction is an acceptance of the grade as an 
accurate assessment of their potential. For many students 
the message communicated by a grade D or U is the mes-
sage "you are a failure, you cannot leam, you are stupid." 
Amongst teachers there is confusion about the mean-
ings of grades and marks. Most continue to have a naive 
faith in their ability to accurately assess a student's per-
formance according to some absolute and standard crit-
eria. Assessment is considered as an extremely unportant 
aspect ofthe teadxers' function. But the purpose, effects 
and accuraq' of assessments are rarely discussed. In 
many cases there is conformity to the mechanics with 
httle awareness of technical, pi^chologlcal, or education-
al hnplications. 
Im more practical terms, there seems Uttle agreement 
about the meanhig of a grade of B or a grade of U, even 
within the staff of a particular school. Between schools 
there is also a great divergence, hi most cases, it seems 
quite hnpossible for parents reasonably to hifer what pro-
gress their dilld has made from the current mode of re-
porthig through grades. For example, a child graded E 
in written comprehension hi February and hi December 
couW have made two years progress (if the dass had 
made great gains) coidd have made no progress. 
Because of the lack of uniformity ui meaning and of 
the non-existence of any absolute standard of judgement 
employers also could-not sensibly hiterpret graded asses-
sments in terms of their own requhements, even if they 
were dear about what these requirements were. A six-
teen year old with an assessment of E (or U) in reading 
comprehension could have a readhig comprehension 
age of twelve years. This may be quite adequate for an 
employer. But would he hiterpret the grade fa this way, 
or would he believe that the student is incapable of fol-
lowhig written histnictions? 
ACCURACY 
Teachers rarely make any estimate of the accuracy 
of their own assessment. Moit believe they can accura-
tely assess studepts to withhi a few marks per hundred. 
Research evidence would faidicate that twenty marks 
per hundred is a inore realistic estimate when all sour-
ces of enor are considered. 
Some few attempts have been made to control un-
reliability of markhig through use of a test with an ob-
jective markhig sdieme for a given year group. However, 
there appean to be little understandfag of the fact that 
this procedure does not necessarily lead to more gener-
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alizable or more stable assessment. Little use is made of 
corporate setthig or corporate marking, procedures nec-
essary to reduce generalizability error. 
There is no differentiation made between mastery 
tests (fa which there is a limitied and specified number 
of facts or processes to be learnt) and ability tests, 
where more general aptitudes or acluevement are to be 
measured, and there is an infinite number of possible qu-
estions that could be asked. The only possible recorded 
result for a mastery test is "satisfactory". If necessary, 
more time is given till mastery is achieved. 
There is a widespread belief that accurate evaluation 
is facompatible wilh subjective estimates, and that num-
bers are, by definition as it were, more accurate descrip-
tions of performance than words. In general tliis is an 
favalid assumption. The purpose of evaluation is to give 
the most accurate and communicable description of per-
formance. In many aspects of school work this is more 
adequately and reliably achieved tiirough the use of 
checklists and of verbal descriptions of behaviour than • 
through the use of marks or grades, fa this regard many 
infant schools are more sopliisticated in thier evaluation 
procedures than most primary or higli schools. 
The old terminal or end of the year examination has 
been replaced by a series of smaUer examinations. The 
content and style of these is in most cases similar to the 
longer tests. In many schools there is a rather rigid sys-
tem of weekly or fortnightly tests, so tiiat tiie total time 
devoted to examining students has been increased. Whilst 
the errors in measurement may have been reduced some-
what by this procedure I doubt whetiier they have been 
greatly reduced. Basically, tiie testing has remained for-
mal, and rarely are on-going performance and work, as 
part ofthe contmuing process in the classroom describ-
ed. 
In many cases, particular children are categorized fai-
lures rather tiian others (someone has to be), because 
they are unable to react positively to the process of which 
they are part. But it, for example, the text book is bey-
ond the reading level of a student, whose fault is this, 
the student's or the system's? 
PROCESS EVALUATION 
Evaluation of the process occurs vety rarely, at least 
in terms of any formal analysis of results. Some teachers 
may get the message that certain ideas or concepts have. 
In general, not got across to the class but the emphasis 
on graded assessment ofthe mdividual student tends to 
obscure and confuse tliis aspect. 
The most valuable source of date here is the individ-
ual student's reaction. But few teachers are sufficiently 
courageous to solidt the child's honest reaction to the 
learning situation - emotionally, socially, or cognitively. 
To do so would perhaps need more mutual trust tiian is 
normally present in our classrooms, 
CONCLUSIONS 
The foUowing conclusions seem warranted: 
a) There appears to be a great over emphasis on evalu-
ation for the record in many, if not most, schools. 
b) The total effect of this emphasis on graded evalua-
- tion is hard to assess. My own view is that it has few pos-
itive merits and has an adverse effect on the learning of 
many children. 
c) A grading system is used in most schools. Other sys-
tems of describing student progress seem to have atroph-
ied, even though in many areas a grading system is a most 
unsatisfactory metiiod of describing a student's perfor-
mance or progress. 
d) Diagnostic evaluation and evaluation of the pro-
cess, whilst it may go on informally, is not conceived 
of as a part of tiie evaluation system, aiid has been rele-
gated to a minor place. 
e) Much ofthe current testing would be more use-
fully interpreted as process evaluation than as evaluat-
ion of individual student achievement. 
0 Most evaluations that go into the record are 
highly suspect in temis of generalizabilty. 
g) Most evaluations that go into the record do not 
communicate accurately or helpfully to students, teac-
iiers parents or employers. D 
THERE SHOULDN'T BE ANY STIGMA 
ATTACHED TO ILLITERACY ....: 
IT'S TOO WIDESPREAD A PROBLEM 
(Rabelais/ - 15% of Australians oider than 18 are illit-
erate or semi-illiterate. 
That's more than one million people who can't read 
a newspaper without a struggle. 
A lot of them have been tiirough 10 years of the Aus-
tralian Education System, and they are casualities of that 
system. They are the unknowing dupes of a tightly pha-
sed, rigid grading principle that treats each pupil as anot-
her blank to be stamped with the same lessons and ex-
pectations and processed at the same rate. 
The .combination of a competitive system and inap-
propriate middle class readfag material is the requirement 
for an illiterate nation, and Australia is working hard to-
wards these ends. 
Another 15 • 20% of students in schools now, have a 
severe reading problem which will place them fa the same 
desperate position when they kave school. 
Some enlightened teachers esthnate that at the cur-
rent level of deterioration, Remedial English courses will 
be needed by all students. 
The Educafion Authorities are unconcerned. They 
are determined to treat the problem as a minor one 
(when they acknowledge its existence at all). 
The trauma of reading problems start when a child 
leaves primary school. It is assumed that by then, tiiey 
have learnt the basics of readfag and writing, and little 
subsequent attention is paid to this field. 
If for some reason the child hasn't learnt by then, he 
will probably remain illiterate. When he has problems in 
his classes later on, the teacher assumes that he is stupid 
or playing up - never that he can't understand the les-
sons. 
One of the commonest complaints at the newly est-
ablished literacy classes is / was sure tliat something was 
wrong but the teacher said that it was all right. 
The child is passed up class to class - and Ms compa-
rative reading level falls further and further behind his-
classmates. 
Many teachers automatically split their classes up 
(mentally) fato the convenient categories of bright, av-
erage, and dumb. The illiterate is parcelled into the last 
group and ignored. Tlie child naturally enough falls fur-
ther behind (being unable to read his textbooks) and 
the teacher feels justified for putting him in the dumb 
group. It is often this child that is the school trouble-
maker. Leaming difficulties are the causes of half of 
disturbed and anti-social behaviour fa cliildren referred 
for psychiatric treatment. 
Literate people assume tiiat every one else is the 
same and the illiterates do their best to hid their diffi-
culties - workmen refuse promotions that would re-
quire them to read dockets, mothers shop by looking 
at the pictures on cans, people pretend to have lefl their 
glasses at home when asked to read something. 
These illiterates range from process workers to com-
pany executives (who dictate all thdr material and have 
it read to them), even students at University have read-
ing problems. 
Throughout Australia, Literacy Classes are being set 
up. Many of the people attending these classes are em-
barrassed and angry. It takes courage to own up to il-
literacy. After all, even kids can read, can!t they? D 
REFECTORY PRICE RISES 
The budgets of students who frequent 
the refectory will have to be stretched 
even further this semester. As from 
July refectory prices will rise by about x. 
percent. "This means an average rise of 2 
cents on goods bought at the milkbar and 
cold range and of about 5 cents on hot 
foods. (See insert of average meals and 
what the price rise means). 
These price rises have been made nec-
essary by a number of factors, particular-
ly facreasing costs. A part of the rising 
costs can be attributed to wage increases. 
The staff are all paid award aduit wages, 
which means a payroll of $5,000 for re-
fectory staff, each week. Mr Bill Heron, 
the Oiairman of the Union's House Com-
mittee, is.quick to point out that wages 
are a major factor in the price rises, but 
he said: "We cannot pay below the award 
rates, and it is unfair to discrfaifaate by 
age, because all the staff work equally 
hard." 
This may be of little consolation to 
students who see prices rising and their 
own facome stagnatfag. However unfor-
tunately it is a common occurance about 
which little can be done. Prices in this 
refectory are comparable with similar • 
unsubsidi'zed eating places fa Brisbane. 
Bill Heron said: "We can't match other 
cafeterias and lunch bars on the basis of 
personal mdividual service, because the 
turnover fa the refec is greater than fa 
these places. Many of the local places 
are able to cut costs by employing jun-
ior ghls and paying them below award 
wages. It helps too if the ovnier manages 
the place, and this i&quite usual." 
According to Bill Heron about 1,000 
more students arc usfag the refectory each 
day, than were last year, and it is antici-
pated that there will be another facrease 
of 5 - 6 % this semester. 
The kitchen extensions have made it 
possible to cope with this increase. Al-
though payment of the debt for these ex-
tensions have contributed to the price' , 
rises. The larger the number of people us-
ing.the facilities, means the quantity of 
food required also increases as does the 
number of staff needed to prepare and 
new prices 
(iHPO. STIU. contrtSk.) 
serve it: all of which facrease the costs. 
fa an endeavour to serve these addition-
al students, the hours of tradmg are bemg 
extended. As from 8 August, the Holt 
Room will probably be open for an extra 
1 ^A hours, until 10.30 in the cvenfags. 
These are not profitable hours as far as 
costs ahd takings are concemed, but it is 
essential that the facilities be available un-
til this hour to cater for part-time and 
evening students and those usfag the lib-
raries in the evenings. 
However, the story is not completely 
negative. Since Mr John Perry became 
the manager of the refectory in June last 
year tradfag has improyed reinarkably.,;, : 
Thishasmeant that the range'offppds. , . 
available has been extended vis. pancakes, 
omtettes, roast beef and tomato rolls and 
a wider range of hot meals ahd bread rolls. 
With this facrease fa variety the quality 
has also improved, because the extensions 
have made preparation and storage more . 
efficient. Mr Jim Beatson, presentiy the " 
manager of the SchoneU who has been 
associated with the university for 6 years 
said: "The food is edible now, and even 
quite enjoyable, especially the hot meals 
and the bread rolls". 
In fact, the overall trading operations 
of the UnionCrefectory, Schonell, Calcul-
ator Shop, Union Agency, Union Shop ) 
have been run more efficiently and pro-
fitably this year than in the past. The re-
fectory is almost booked out until the 
end of this year for external catering, the 
Schonell is drawing better audiences now 
than it has for years and the Calculator 
Shop has aheady made a good profit since 
it opened in February 75, selling calcula-
tors cheaper than anywhere else in Bris-
bane. 
The staff arc happier working in the 
more pleasant and Successful environment. 
fa May this year, the Union Staff Associa-
tion for those employed by the Union was 
formed by the staff, under the guidance of 
'Jim Beatson and with the sanction of the 
Union Executive. This can be seen as the 
first tottering step towards worker partici-
pation in management. The representatives 
of various groups of Union staff; refectory, 
theatre, cleaning finance office, clerical, 
and cleaning staff; attend meetings of 
the various Union committees and suggest 
alternative methods and approaches for 
their respective areas, and air their griev-
ances, These*reconiniendations are then 
brought before the House Committee for 
consideration and possible implementat-
ion - on about face from the strike last 
year by staff. 
Another plan already underway which 
will affect refectory users is the endeav-
our to create a more ecologicaUy aware 
environment. In practical terms tliis will 
mean the use of recyclable contafaers -
such as glass bottles instead of cans of 
soft drink, metal containers instead of 
waxed cardboard. This is a relatively long 
range project, bottles have now replaced 
cans for soft drfak and within a few weeks 
return points will be established for the 
retum and deposit collection on crockery. 
No doubt some students will be criti-
cal of the rises in prices, hinting at bad 
management, the use of their $70 student 
fee, the quahty and variety of food and its 
service. Before embarking on this course 
it would be wise to consider the reasons 
and aUernative if the prices were not rai-
sed. The reasons explained above fall into 
three categories: I. increased costs of ma-
terials and labour, 2. the repayment of 
money owing on the extensions and 3. 
to maintain the service for the increasing 
number of people using tlie refectory. 
If prices were not raised several tiungs 
would happen. Firstiy the quality and 
quantity of food available would decre-
ase, secondly staff numbers would have 
to be reduced and their wages would fall 
below award rates and thirdly trading 
hours would be further restricted. 
The alternatives are therefore: to spend 
about 10 cents more each day - 50 cents 
a week more at the most, to bring your 
own food, go on a diet or increase your in-
come proportionally so that you don't not-
ice the increased costs of eating. O 
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A HUMAN BOWER BIRD 
"It!s by a guy called Williamson; it's pretty bad, but 
we'll try and make something of it!" 
Tills was the reception David Williamson received when 
his play The Comfag of Stork was presented to the play-
ers ofthe Australian Performfag Group (A.P.G.). For 
Williamson, the A.P.G. was a tough school, "it was a good 
lesson because mos.t writers have to go through a learn-
ing period. For a sliort period of paranoia, they think 
they're tenific; they think they have to get a message 
to the world. Meeting those sort of people from the 
A.P.G. straight away can destroy you or it can bring 
you back to reality and show you very clearly that you've 
got a long way to go." 
David Williamson was born in 1942 in Melbourne 
where he later completed a degree in Mechanical Engfa-
eering at Monash. "1 wasn't exactly wrapped in Mech-
anical Engineerfag but like all good boys of my genera-
tion, I'd done a sciencematric." Even at University, 
he was writing small revues and in 1970 is first full-len-
gth play The Coming of Stork was presented by Cafe 
La Mama in Melbourne. Since then there have been a 
string of successes - The Removalists, Don's Party (both 
written in '71), Jugglers Three (1972) and What If You 
Died Tomorrow. 
Apart from plays, Williamson concentrates on film 
work completing the screenplays for his first three plays 
as well as a couple of origmal screenplays, including 
Petersen. "Your premier thought it was an autobiograph-
ical piece on hfai, but it wasn't!" quipped David in an 
interview last week. "I am rather proud of Stork tiiough 
because it was the fhst film that ever made its money 
back sface the 1930's first truly indigenous film. It wasn't 
a great film, but at least it was one of the initial films tiiat 
set the industry going." 
The themes of his plays usually come from situations 
or stories he is told. "The Removalist was based on a 
fragment ofa story told to me by a guy shifting furnit-.. 
ure from our house — of course 1 carried it much furt-
her dramatically. Don's Party was an attempt to capt-K 
ure on stage the sort of sub-culture I knew in Melbourne 
in '69. It wasn'tdrawn from life - none of the charact-
ers would actually represent my friends, although some 
thought they did. I tried to capture tiie essence of that 
particular time and place." 
With regard to the use of theatre in our present soc-
iety, Wijliamson believed that a lot of people saw his 
plays as entertainment despite the political and social 
implications in them. "I don't think the theatre is very 
good changing people's attitudes because it pre-selects 
its audience. I don't see anything wrong with theatre as 
entertainment. 1 think a lot of people in theatre have a 
terrible conscience about this though. The A.P.G. is 
doing the Hills Family Show at the moment which is 
just pure entertainment and its the greatest box office 
success they've had for years, but they're worried about 
it - it should be saying something. If they regarded'' 
tiieir political activity as something separate to what 
they do to earn their Jiving they might be a lot happier. 
They seem to believe that they must integrate their mes-
sage with their theatre. Unfortunately, the shows that 
work best with the audience are the ones not of this type 
except the women's sliows presently runnfag in Melb-
ourne. They are box office successes and making a poli-
tical point wliich is widely accepted in Melbourne beca-
use the women's group is very strong there. " 
Williamson's obvious concern for Australian society 
and its culture came to the fore when discussing the 
concept ofthe Great Australian Play. "I think that's 
what has destroyed so many areas of Australian creativ-
ity - everyone is expecting the great play, the great 
novel, the great film - we've got a great syndrome, 
h is basically artistic insecurity. No one looks for tlie 
great English play, or the great Yugoslav play. It is just 
a rather immature obsession ofthis culture. " 
Accordfag to Kristin Williamson, his wife, "h is some-
thing that terrifies Australian writers that they won't turn 
out the great Australian play, novel whatever, Tom Ken-
• eaily once said that he got tremendous praise for his 
first novel and he was then terrified of writing another 
one — he went away and hid in a bar." 
"I often get asked why I take these dreadful plays 
over to London and show the people in London what 
terrible people we are. There seems to be some sort of 
suggestion that a writer should be a PR agent for his coun-
OAVID WILLIAMSON * 
Entertainer or reformer? 
try and show the nice people of Australia. When Don's 
Party went on in London, tiie press here was full of how 
the English critics hated il. But the majority weren't crit 
ical, for example one critic said what awful people, how 
would anyone want to live Uiere, but went on to say that 
it was a well written play - but that never came back 
here - it 'was only what an awful people! 
"There is still a colonial mentality here as if we have 
lo prove ourselves to the Motherland. There are still 
some people singing the British national anthem at poli-
tical rallies. It really angers me that there are some half 
wits around who still believe that we are in some way 
still a county of England. This feeling seems to be stron-
ger in Queensland than anywhere else. What are they 
thinking when they get up there and sing God Save the 
Queen - do they really not think that tliis is a separate 
country? You really fell ashamed of your country when 
it refuses to act as a mature, independent counlrj'. One 
of the good things this government has done is at least 
force some consciousness into sonic people that we can 
no longer take a neutral stance in the world waiting for 
Britain or America to make up our minds for us. Il is a 
basic lack of courage and it's quite disgracefiil!" 
Who would like to lay money on a bet that the next 
Williamson drama has definite political (colonial?!) 
implications? 
Annmaree O'Keeffe 
David Williamson's The Removalists, directed 
by.Murray Foy, performed by the Queensland 
llieatre Company in La Boite Theatre, July 16 
to August 16. 
A reviewer is in a unique position. S/he tries to be 
both audience and artist: audience in seefag the whole 
work of art, the completed thing; and artist fa seeing 
each of its constituent parts, for the sake of understand-
fag it more fully. In reviewing a piece of theatre, I try 
to see it as the theatre company sees it, tiiat is I try to 
see what is significant and to be emphasized in produc-
tion; and also to see the final result, which is what the 
company works toward and what the audience sees. In 
a good production, a theatre company sees accurately 
the playwright's afais, and embodies these to an audience 
that they might see them too. It is thus a matter of seeing 
how weU all the elements are fategrated to form a whole, 
every element of which contributes to the advancfag of 
the central concem, origfaally in the playwright's mind. 
The reviewer is concemed with the same elements a com-
pany is concerned with, as well as with the end-product, 
the completed work the audience sees. 
Though the audience caimot be controlled or direct-'. 
ed in the same way as the players are, the better the quaI-\ 
ity of the whole presentation, the more direction an aud-
ience is given. They .fa factgafa more favolvement from 
thinkfag more about issues, and withdrawal to think ab-
out them. The relationship between withdrawal and fa-
volvement (for both the actors and the audience) is a fair-
ly complicated one, but suffice it to say here that one ^ j 
way fa which some plays can have maxunum effect upon . 
an audience is for them to be presented "in the round", ^ 
i.e. with the audience seated all around and possibly smal-
ler than in conventional theatres. A small audience right 
around the play puts the audience in closer contact witii 
the play, and also means that the actors must project, not : 
just on one side, but on all sides. Make-up, costumes, and • 
sets are rendered necessarily less unportant. In "this produ-
ction, props (rather than sets), make-up and costumes are^  
necessarily simple, mfaimal and functional, serving the 
needs of the presentation as a whole. The make-up. fa the 
last bloody scene was particularly well done, neither vul-
garly overdone, nor painfuUy faadeqiiate. The same could, 
be said of the staging of the fights by Bill McStay, They 
were as convfacfag as could be without using stuhtmen, • 
held up under the closer scrutfay of theatre in the round, 
and the characters fought as tiieir Ufe counterparts would 
fight, and not as professional fighters would. The fight 
must seem tb be takfag place in the midst ofthe 200 peo-
ple fa .the audience, as well as fa tiie suburban lounge of 
the se.cond act. 
I'realize that I have placed much emphasis on the ven-
ue; I do thfak it is importanl: WilUamson's play was 
obviously the best play from tiie QTC season to be pres-
at one remove 
ented fa La Boite, because it is so close - spatially and 
socially - to the concerns of the audience. The stmggles 
between the characters, and within the individuals, are 
so very close to home. Tills play deals with the way aut-
hority and interpersonal conflict fateract with each other 
and each contribute to the worsening of the other's eff-
ects; as we all know they do in our own lives. The lounge 
of act two could be anyone's, the problems could be any-
one's, and what is most terrifying - the solutions offered 
by the characters in tiie play could be anyone's too. 
Paradoxically, though the characters in the play are 
very close to everyday people, the actors.have had to 
work very hard to escape from themselves: in other words, 
they have really had to act, to recreate someone else, and 
behave for a limited time not as tiiemselves, but as if they 
in fact were the characters they portray, and their real 
selves did not exist. They have had to sublimate tiieir in-
dividuality to the need to represent a common chara,ct-
er, a common denominator amongst humanity. None of 
the' characters vras badly acted, and a couple were well 
acted fadced. Robert Davis as Sergeant Simmonds was so 
transformed from the consistent hnage he presented in 
earlier plays as to be almost unrecognizable: this was ach-
ieved not only by make-up, but by liis whole demeanour 
and characterization. His actfag was the very best in the 
_play, and made me hate, yet pity and empatiiise with, 
tiie character he was portraying, to be aware of his per-
sonal tragedy, and the terrible result it had on the others 
wound him. 
• Douglas'Hedge was the other surprisfag transformation. 
He .is usually ;very good at comic roles, but in this produ-
ction he allovi/S humour to become pathos in the context 
•of tragedy. OnlVqccasionally did he seem to be acting 
with too light a toiijch. At all other times he became Ken,iy. 
His portrayal of tiie beaten up Kenny at the conclusion 
of the play was a masterpiece of timing and assured under-
statement, which are usually noticeable lacking in death 
scenes in other contemporary performances. Hedge may 
be a naturally amusing man, but he has had to sublfaii-
nate this, to act so well that we Identify with, while be-
fag antipathetic to, the character he portrays. 
I should also like to commend Peter Kowitz for his 
unaginative and craftsmanlike portrayal of Constable 
Ross, the first day cop who learns only too well how 
to play the power and authority game. His acting is pat-
chy, but improves as the character he is portraying de-
generates. I must also mention Dianne Berryman, who 
played Fiona Carter, Kenny's wife. So far this year she 
has been consistently mediocre, acting too obviously 
to be acting well. As tFiona, her voice, demeanour 
and movements are more natural tiian they have been 
as other characters. Of all the company, she is the most 
improved player, but still not one of tlie best. While 
Suzanne Roylance as Kate Mason gave her usual credit-
able performance, the other wise very professional John 
Norman seemed far too pleasant to develop his (admit-
tedly small) role very much. 
What ofthe directing? Excellent! Murray Foy has gi-
ven all the elements ofthis play the right emphasis, 
without allowing any one to carry the whole play. Foy 
has allowed only one tiling to stand between the fine 
script and a hopefully receptive audience ~ and this is 
the acting, which is so well done it functions as a bridge 
between the two, and not as a wall. 
I know the script has been around for a while, and is 
even prescribed readfag in some places, but 1 will com-
ment on it just the same, since a play may be much more 
than a script, but no play can exist without one. The 
play is a study rather than a story, and so dialogue func-
tions to reveal character. The characters are caught but 
never fixed by their language and mannerisms, rather 
than by tiie content of what they say: for whal they * 
say could have been said by most of us. The script is not 
one of those that could shine in spite of bad actfag: it de-
pends on good acting for it to work at all, and fortunat-
ely in this case it gets it. There are weaknesses, and there 
is awkwardness in the dialogue of the women. The streng-
th of the dialogue is that il allows us to see the sudden 
violent shift in attitude wrought by frustration and con-
flict: e.g. Kenny changes rapidly from lust for his wife to 
hatred of her - the association is not lost on tiie audience 
Similarly, Simmonds is presently self-centred and violent 
because of past fmstrations and tragedies. These frustra-
tions and tragedies do not necessarily affect us all, but 
similar events do: the characters are not just themselves, 
but could be anyone in the audience. Williamson himself 
emphasises the generality ofthis play in a note included 
fa' the program, and also fa the book: 
this play.... is not an attack on the police force 
as such (itis) paramountly about authoritarian be-
haviour and the processes whereby ordinary individuals 
are drawn into it. 
This is the chief concern, or the theme if you like, 
of the play and 1 must say that really it is well stated 
throughout the script and well embodied in this produc-
tion. The actfag is controlled and the direction is careful. 
The venue chosen for this play has helped to accentu-
ate the closeness of the concern of the script to our ev-
eryday lives: we are at only one remove from amilar sit-
uations to those in this play. There are, as always, faults 
fa every area of presentation, but on tiie whole the act-
fag, directing and everything else are as good as the scri-
pt. All the elements serve not to distract .us from reality 
but to keep us aware of it, even while watchfag a work 
of art. This production of The Removalists is a work of 
art that successfully combines tiie withdrawal of apprec-
iation, with the involvement of realising wc are at only 
one remove from this situation fa our own lives. D 
. Ross Clari: | 
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M e x i c o "A Two Week Sharing 
Mexico, June 19, -July 2 saw an unprecedented gather-
ing ofwomen, coming together in an attempt to discuss 
woman's position in society. These women were present 
at two conferences, firstly the official government spon-
sored faternational Women's Year Conference, and sec-
ondly the Tribute - an independenl parallel activity, ev-
entually open to ail who wislied lo attend. 
The Tribune saw some 5,915 women from over 80 
countries present. Unlike the official IWY Conference, the 
' Tribune was not oriented towards making specific resolu-
tions or guidelines for future action. Essentially the Tri-
bune was for the bringing together ofwomen from vary-
ing geographical, cultural and social backgrounds for an 
exchange of information, ideas and opinions on tiie posi-
tion ofwomen. 
Participant reaction to the Tribune ran the full range 
of emotions - disappointment, hope, excitement, satis-
faction. Eva Bacon, who was the only official delegate 
from Queensland felt "the tribune served a useful pur-
pose fa that it enabled women to get together formally 
and informally to exchange ideas, and provided a global 
view of women's problems which is essential to an activ-
ist." 
In an interview with Eva, she outlined iher impress-
ions of the Tribune. "The Tribune was very much a con-
ference of the two Americas - by virtue of their much 
greater numerical representation. 
" From the speeches of the third world women it be-
came apparent that the problems that agitate women in 
Western countries are quite frequentiy removed from 
the priorities ofwomen in these emerging countries. 
"The realization ofthis situation resulted in the need 
for Australia to make a stand. Australia is in a very pecu-
liar role by virtue ofits being a Pacific country. What be-
came apparent to me, was that Australia's destiny is in-
terwoven with the destiny of the emerging Asian count-
ries, and that it would be fatal to the woman's movement 
in Australia if Australian women saw their destiny linked 
with that of the U.S. 
"Another factor which impressed me was the recog-
nition of the incredible arrogance that the developed 
countries, adapted for themselves. They saw themselves 
as the only source of wisdom and knowledge and the 
arbitors of what is right and wrong. 
Experience" 
"This arrogance angered a large majority of the wo-
men present. Their reaction is best summed up in the 
words of one of the black speakers - 'When will you le-
arn that you have no right to talk about minority groups. 
When will you realize that 70% ofthe world's popula-
tion is made up of non whites.' 
"More and more women were becoming aware that 
"development" along the lines of Western society was 
seen to be unsatisfactory as the dangers of our self-
deslructive societies become obvious. The women from 
these 'developing' countries realized the need to develop 
along different lines. 
"The Tribune was not always focussed solely on these 
differences and several speakers, notably Liz Reid attem-
pted to find a common denominator applicable to the 
situation ofwomen in all countries. In her speech Liz 
Reid pointed to the thread of sexual discrimination. ' 
The clearest analysis which has been developed and the 
one which cuts across cultural and social differences wit-
hin and between coutnries is that which describes the in-
ferior position of woman as arising from sexism.' 
She continued - 'Sexism is the arlificial assumpi-
ion of roles, behaviour and even personalities to people 
on the basis of sex alone. This does not simply create dif-
ferences but inequalities.' 
'The Tribune also focussed on some contradictions 
for radical feminism. The feminists wished to confine dis-
cussions to feminist issues and to avoid any discussion 
of politics. This would seem a paradox, given that femi-
nism is political in the first place, thus it is not possible 
to think in terms of solving feminist aspirations outside 
ofa poHtical context. The essential dilemma facing fem-
inists as I see it, is the need to come to grips with politics 
if it is to survive as a viable source of change. 
"My final conclusion is that a tremendous amount of 
good must come out of the experience. At worst, the Tri-
bune was a great conscious raising effort, at best it will 
have widened outlooks, and inspired women's readiness 
to act and at that level benefits will occur in individual 
countries." D 
Anne Draper 
Women's Health 
in a 
Changing Society 
A CONFERENCE ON ALL ASPECTS OF WOMEN'S HEALTH 
AT 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND, ST LUCIA 
25-29 AUGUST 1975 
Four mafa areas to be covered 
1. Reproductive Life 
2. Behavioural aspects of Women's Health 
3. A Woman's Work ' 
4. Problems of Isolation 
Registration $3.00 Students 
$10.00 Otiiers 
faciudes abstracts. 
. Registration forms available Women's Rights c/- Union Office 
All enquiries welcome. 
GUEST SPEAKERS 
Beatrice Faust - on abortion • 
Dame Josepliine Bafa'es of London - Vice President, Royal College of Obstetric-
ians and Gynaecologists. 
Jan Carter - research worker into battered children 
Professor Jamal Karam Harfouche - Professor of Maternal and Child.Welfare 
at American University of Beirut 
Sponsored by: 
The Australian Department of Healtii and tiie National Advisory Committee 
for International Women's Year 
DR CHRISTINE PIERCE 
leading American Feminist philosopher 
Speaking on 
"PHILOSOPHY AND WOMEN'S CULTURE" 
Wednesday 13th August, 1 p.m. - 2 p.m. 
Abel Smith Letrture Theatre, 
and afterwards an informal gathering 
for feminists at the Women's House, 
18 Cairns Street, 
Red Hill. 
Christine Pierce is a Fellow in Law and Philosophy 
at Harvard University and Assistant Professoi^  of 
Philosophy at the State University of New York 
at Oswego. 
Her recent work Includes a basic analysis of the 
nature of the philosophical questions involved in 
feminism and feminist thought. Other recent pap-
ers, indicating the variety and scope of her inter-
est, include 'Natural Law Language and Woman' 
(In 'Women in Sexist Society^, 'Equality: Repub-
jic V' (Monst, 1973) and 'Holes and Slime: Sexism 
m Sartre's Psychoanalysis (Philosophical Forum 
Spring, 1975). 
PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS OF FEMDWSM 
A three-day conference 
: 16th'18th August, 1975 
Bruce Hall, ANU, Canberra, 
Particlpanu wJUpay a regijiration fee of $10 ($2.50) Students) 
For registration forms, details of papen and general Infonnation 
*b Jennifer Bowen 
Feminism Conference' 
PhUosophy Dept 
ANU 
P0Box4 
Ombeira 2600 
contact: 
'«•'"(.'. :n , r , ' . , t; 
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PEUGEOT 
Single speed SI45 
5 speed S15S 5 speed 
10 ^ccd 
$155 
S170 
PNSL40 & PNSL22 FOLD.UP TOURERS. 
The brilliant multi-purpose cycle featuring the uni-
que Peugeot fold-up frame, split second fold-up 
mechanism enables you to carry your bicycle in the 
car boot or even a suitcase.. 
Frame Incorporates Peogeot patented fold-up 
mechanism and a double lock cam. Quick release 
handle bars and seat allow bike to be disassembled 
in seconds. 
Models available — PLNS40 — 5 Speed 
— PLNS22 - Single Speed 
Colours available — Peugeot Racing White 
— Iridescent Blue — Copper 
— Orange 
G50 CDE/CL/TL BOYS 
UES 
GENTS LIGHTWEIGHT SPORTS TOURER 
The top selling lightweight adult tourer cycle wilh ail 
the features of a genuine racing cycle at moderate 
price. 
Frame available in various sizes. 
(Models available — 10 Speed 
- 5 Speed 
— Single Speed 
Various colours available. 
Half chrome front forks 
Legendary Peugeor Paint Finish, hand lining. 
UE18 
UNISEX LADIES AND GENTS 
LIGHTWEIGHT TOURER 
Ultramodern lightweight step-through frame, with ali 
features of the Sports Tourer. Unique lightweight 
rigid frame design in various sizes, 
f^odeis available — 10 speed 
— 5 speed 
— Single speed 
Various colours available. 
Half chrome front lorKs 
Legendary Peugeot paint Irnish. hand lining 
WEIGHT - 30lbs. 
PX10LE 
ULTRAMODERN PROFESSIONAL RACER - 10 SPEE 
CAR RADIOS and 
CASSETTE PLAYERS 
A full range of Car radios. Cassette players 
motorised and lockdown aerials, shelf and 
door speakers is displayed in the Union 
building. 
FEIUUS 
RE322 AM/FM IC Mono push button car radio. A complete tailored kit and 
rear speaker with balance control (Fader) is recommended for best AM/FM 
mono-tonal response. (Tuning Range — 68 to 108 MHz). 
SONEim Ojqjl iuow c turm aw HMtmi 
LIGHTIIMG SYSTEIM 
PU810 AWA Clarion 4-track, 2-channel, 2-program cassette 
stereo ptayer, 'Use with 2 speakers or 4 speakers and fader. 
PIONEER 
RU130B 7 transistor push button AWA 
brand car radio, ' 
By special anangemcnt with Firestone 
Auslralia, the Union Agency offers heav-
ily discounted new and retread tyres, bat-
teries, wheel alignment service and safety 
checks. 
Personal and telephone enquiries welcome 
PuU details will be published in the next 
issue of Semper Floreat. 
Model LS 340 
• Winner of FORTUNE'S "Best Deslgnad Product" award. Winner of 
Norway's Industrial Dasiflners' "Oesign-Prisen". 
Spring balanced to move at a touch * Swings, swivels, 
stretches * Flexes up, down, around-from side to side. 
* Directs Light to the exact spot you want 
Once set, the shade maintains its position no rriatter 
where you move the arm. It never tilts up to glare in 
your eyes. 
UNION AGENCY 
The Union Calculator Shop and ttie Union Agency will 
allow a special discount of 4% off the price of any 
Soods totalling more than $100 as a single purchase 
made with your taxation refund cheque as full or part 
Payment before 30th September 1975 
MONDAY 
FRIDAY 
TELEPHONE 7116M 
9 AM - 5 RM 
10 semper floreat 
MM@VT TIM 
pmi€: I 
Now financial calculators are affordable by every commerce, econoinlcs and . 
manMlnt"rudent; July's massive price reductions by '>''"J^l"^ " '"J» ' °""^^ 
^fers make the full range of financial calculators « " " " I b t e to ^o" « scientific 
Miculators alv/avs have been to englneerfng and other sclentlllc users. 
Annuity K and the rest ot the paraphernalia accumulated by you In your 
courses are as outdated and Inaccurate as the slide rule. 
The ur^iON CALCULATOR SHOP has a full range of the latest and best fin-
ancial calculators always In stock. We know the products are good and we d like 
to Show you how good thoy really are. By the way, If you are interested In desk-
top rnalns operated calculators, we will be happy to provide you with information 
and prices. 
HEWLETT PACKARD Model SO 
Last month $342 
NOW $253 
Absolutely the ultimate In hand-held financial calculators. Pre-programmed to sol-
ve for n, i, PMT, PV and FV when three known comporwnts are entered. Bond 
prices and yields, depreciation schedules, NPV calculations, Rule of 78's, add-on 
Interest and many more functions Including discounts, mark-ups, currency con-
versions and statistical analysis procedures of calculating mean and standard devi-
ations and trend linos. Plus the spectacular 200 year calendar that lets you calcul-
ate the day of the week of any date between 1901 and 2099, number of days bet-
ween dates, and the date after a given number of days — all pro-programmed to 
account for leap years of course! 
Four stacks, y", square root. 
Standard rechargeable batteries and charging unit in a hard plastic carrying 
case, soft case also as standard. (Existing stocks only- hard case is optional with 
our next delivery} 
HEWLETT PACKARD IVIodel 70 
Last hionth $225 
tMOW $143 
Solves for n, I, PMT, PV and FV when three known components are entered 
A scaled down version of the HP 80, useful for those who do not need the sophis-
tication of HP 80. 
Standard with rechargeable batteries and charger and a soft case. Packed in a 
battleship grey cardboard box to throw In the garbage bin. 
The Union Calculator Shop and the Union Agency will 
allow a special discount of 4% off the price of any 
goods totalling more than tlOO as a single purchase 
made with your taxation refund cheque as full or part 
Payment before SOth Septemt>er 1975 
NOVUS FINANCIER 
Last month $BO 
NOW $65 
Solves for all but when th 
Solves for all but n when three known components of n, 1, PMT, PV and FV are en-
tered. Depreciation schedules, powers etc. 
Accepts 9 volt battery (non-rechargeable). Optional AC adaptor $9.00 
NOVUS FINANCIER PROGRAMMABLE 
Last month $120 
NOW $110 
Performs the functions outiined for the Novus Financier. In addition, the unit will 
accept up to loO steps of key programming for execution of tasks. 
Accepts 9 volt battery (non-rechargeable). Optional AC adaptor $9.00 
ROCKWELL 204 FINANCIER 
ust Month $155 
NOW $90 
A sophisticated financial calculator thaj represents astonishing value tor money 
at its new price (we're selling It at a loss). 
Swilchable business/algebraic logic Four memories. Solves for n,», PMT, py ano 
FV when three known components aro entered. Bond valuations, depreciation 
schedules, discounts, mark-ups, mean and standard deviation, linear regression. 
Hus the usual mathematical tunctions too numerous to mention that you would 
expect to find on a unit such as this. 
Standard rechargeable batteries and charger. Soft carrying case. 
SANYO 
New model $90 
We're not really meant to tell you this, but Sanyo bought up a supply of the idilps 
used in the Rockwell 204 and have now brought out a unit that Is almost Wanticai 
to the Rockwell 204. The small dlf forenca it that the swltchable business/algebraic 
(ogle has been deleted. , .. „ 
The only other difference li that the Amarlcan-ttyle packaging of the Rockwell is 
pale grey plastic In a rather chunky casa.whereas the Sanyo Is typically ,lapanese 
satin chrome metal finish In a slim Una case. You can have which aver one you pre-
fer) they're both In stock. 
Standard rechargeable batteries and charger In soft case. 
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 81 
NOW $950 
The HP 81 Is tt«e printer version of the HP 80, with added functions. The extras 
include full register arithmetic, linear regression and estimation, logarithms, added 
depreciation Khedules, IRR calculations and added bond lunct on? 
Twenty addressable momorlesi optional buffered keyboard Is available 
union 
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THE UIIIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND UNION invites noitil 
n? n T * ° : **f °^11°^ J"3 ^ '^^^ committee positZs^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  
of Office are for the duration of the 65th Union Council. 
UNION HOUSE COMMITTEE 
1 Convenor 
4 members of the Committee 
2 members of the Committee 
2 members of the Committee 
FINANCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
1 Convenor (Treasurer) 
2 members of the Committee 
2 members of the Cpmmittee 
. 2 members of the Committee 
UNION THEATRE COMMITTEE 
1 Convenor 
4 members of the Committee 
1 member of the Committee 
1 member of the Committee 
FRANCHISE 
General 
General 
Full-time 
Part-time 
General 
General 
Full-time 
Part-time 
General 
General 
Full-time 
Part-time 
A position with a general franchise is open to any and elec-
ted by all Union members. 
A position with a full-time franchise is open to and elected 
by full-time internal students. 
A position with a part-time franchise is open to and elected 
by part-time internal students. 
N.B. Candidates for the positions of Treasurer, Union House 
Committee Convenor, Union Theatre Committee Convenor, or 
Hospitals Area Vice-President will be deemed to be candidates 
also for general positions on their respective committees, unless 
they otherwise request at the time of nomination. In the event 
that such a candidate is successful in gaining the convenor posi-
tion his/her name will be deleted from the ballot paper for the 
genera! position on the committee. 
Candidates for election who have a bona fide intention of al-
tering their faculty', status or area during ths term of the 65th 
Council may nominate for a committee positon which that alt-
ered enrolment would entitle the said candidate to stand for. 
Nominations open at 9.00 a.m. Friday 1st August 1975. 
Nominations close at 5.00 p.m. Friday 15th August, 1975 
at Union Office. 
HOSPITALS AREA COMMITTEE 
1 Convenor (the Hospitals Area Vice-President) 
1 Hospitals Area Finance Officer 
T Hospitals Area Activities Off icer 
1 Hospitals Area Publicity Officer 
6 Members of the Committee 
1 Therapy representative. 
Any second or third year therapy student may nominate 
for the position of therapy representative. 
With the exception of the therapy representative position, 
all other positions are open to any, and elected by all, clini-
cal medical or therapy students. 
Nomination forms are available from Union Office or from 
Area Vice-Presidents. Part-time students will be sent nominat-
ion forms upon written request. 
Voting will take place during the week of 15 - 19th Septem-
ber 1975 by means of a polling booth in the main refectory, ex-
cept in the case of clinical Medical, Therapy and Dental stud-
ents who will receive a postal ballot. Any other member requi-
ring a postal vote will ba sent one on receipt of a written req-
uest to the electoral officer. 
Notice to All Intending Candidates. 
The number of positions being elected this year is an all time 
high and it would not be surprising if a certain amount of con-
fusion occurs between one position and another. 
If you have any doubt as to what a position will entail or ab-
out your eligibility to stand for a position please get in touch 
with me, or John Campbell, Union Secretary before nominat-
ions close. 
Every year we have an unseemly scramble to put nomination 
forms in at the very last moment. I am convinced that there is 
no advantage in late nominations and equally sure that this pro-
cedure puts unnecessary stress on staff and the electoral officer. 
Therefore I ask you to put your nomination forms in early this 
year. 
elections 
. UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND UNION 
; invites nominations for the following positions on the 65th 
i (1975-76) Cotincil of (he University of Queensland Union: 
EXECUTIVE: 
PRESIDENT 
UNION SECRETARY 
TREASURER 
GENERAL VICE-PRESIDENT 
LOCAL A.U.S. SECRETARY 
AREA VICE-PRESIDENT ST LUCIA (Full-time) 
AREA VICE-PRESIDENT ST LUCIA (Part-time) 
AREA VICE-PRESIDENT HOSPITALS 
AREA VICE-PRESIDENT TURBOT STREET 
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVES AND OTHER POSITIONS 
No of Pjsitions 
Classification: 65tii Council 
CONVENOR OF UNION HOUSE COMMITTEE I 
CONVENOR OF WOMENS RIGHTS COMMITTEE 1 
AGRICULTURE FACULTY 1 
ARCHITECTURE FACULTY I 
ARTS FACULTY (Full-time) 
ARTS FACULTY (Part-time) 
COMMERCE & ECONOMICS FACULTY (Full-time) 
COMMERCE & ECONOMICS FACULTY (Part-time) 1 
DENTISTRY FACULTY i 
EDUCATION FACULTY 3 
ENGINEERING FACULTY -> 
LAW FACULTY 7 
MEDICINE FACULTY 
MUSIC FACULTY \ 
SCIENCL' FACULTY (FuU-time) 3 
SCIENCE FACULTY (Part-time) l 
SOCIAL WORK FACULTY I 
VETERINARY SCIENCE FACULTY I 
COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVES 2 
OVERSEAS STUDENTS' REPRESENTATIVE 1 
POST-GRADUATE STUDENTS'REPRESENTATIVES 3 • 
NOMINATIONS OPEN at 9.00 a.m.'on;Friday 1st 
Aiigiist, 1975. ' ' , ' ' 
NOMINATIONS CLOSE at 1 0 0 jj.m, on Friday 15th 
August, 1975 at; Union Office. 
Nominations forms are available from Union Office and from Area 
yice-Presidents. Part-time students will be sent nomination forms upon 
wrilten request. ' 
Any active member of the Union except a part-time external student 
may nominate for the position of President, General Vicc-Prijsident, > ^ 
Unioii Secretary, Treasurer, Local A.U.S. Secretary or Convenor of' 
Union House Committee. 
^ Any active female member of the Union may nominate for the posi-
tion of Womens Rights Committee Convenor. 
Any active member of the Union, who spends more than fifty-per-
cent of his/her timetable in an area s'pecified by the Regulations may 
nominate for the positioii of Vice-President of that area. 
Any member of th^ Union may nominate for the position of rep-
resentative of the members of the faculty, .uid status (i'.e. part-time or 
full time) in which he/she is enrolled. 
- Any member who resides in a College within the University is eli-
gible to stand^^or the position of College Representative on Union Coun-
cil. ' ^ . 
Any active memberof the Union who is enrolled for a Doctorate or 
Masters degree or for a Master's Qualifying examination may nominate 
for the position of Post-Gniduate Students' Representative, ^ "^  -
Candidates for clect'ion who have a bona fide intention of altering 
their faculty, status or area during the term of the 65th Council may 
nominate for election to a position on that Council. Written notice of 
intention to change faculty, status or area must be submitted with the 
candidates' nomination. ^ 
No person shall nominate for more than one Union Council position 
at the Annual General Elections. Voting will take place during the weekv 
of September 15 - I9th 1975 by means of a polling booth in the refect- ' 
ory. Clinical years of Medicine, Therapy, and Dentistry students will be 
sent a postal vote. Any other person requiring a postal ballot will be 
sent one on receipt of a written request to the Electoral Officer. 
BY ELECTIONS - 64TH COUNCIL 
(1974/5) VACANCIES 
Peter Phillips, 
ELECTORAL OFFICER. 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND. 
The University ofQueensland Union invites 
nominations for tho following positions on tlie 
64th Couiicil of the University ofQueensland 
Union. Tiiese vacancies have been caused by re-
signations to this year's Council. 
Executive " 
General Vice President - any active member 
of the Union except a part-time extemal student 
may nominate for the position of General Vice-
l^ resldent. 
Convenor Womens Rights Committee - any 
female member of the Union may nominate for 
this position. 
Facutty Representatives 
Agricuitural Science 
Arts (part-time) 
Commerce & Economics (Full time) 
Commerce & Economics (Part time) 
Education (Part-time) 
No of vacancies 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
Nominations open at 9.00 a.m. Ist August 1975 
Nominations close at 5.00 p.m. 15th August 
1975 at Union Office. 
Nominadon forms are available from Union 
Office or from Area Vice-Presidents. Part-time 
students will be sent nomination forms upon 
written request. 
Voting for these positions will take place at 
the same time as votlngsfor the 6Sth Union 
Cbuncil. 
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ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS 
ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS 
I am a bank clerk searching for a better way of douig 
things. I attend the annual inter-Bank Divine Service. The 
plate is being passed from hand to hand. There are fivers 
and tenners, some twos. Everyone is puttmg money jn, 
impressing his neighbour. I am broke. I put my busfare 
back in my purse, and drop four cents on top of all the 
notes. I wonder what they'll think when they find four 
cents; I wish that I could see theu* faces. 
* * * 
It is noon. I sprawl on the floor reading the Sunday 
papers. A knock at the door. She stands there, cotton 
print dress, hair pulled t^htly back in a ponytait, books 
in hand. I stand there, wrapped in a sheet like a mummy. 
She doesn't care; the door is open. Almost desperately, 
she starts to talk. 
* * * 
Meanderuig down the main street of Nimbin. The 
crowd overwhehns me. I decide to walk back to the tent 
alone. It's raining, and it's bloody cold. I pass a fire; the 
sign on the tent announces: Jesus Tribe. I invite myself 
to the fire and someone puts half a rug around my shou-
lders. We sit m a circle, stoned by the fire's glow. They 
sing a hymn. I remember the words and smg along. 
« * * 
Standing in Une in a coffee shop, waiting to order 
V 
lunch, A nun standing in front says she'd like to buy me 
a cup of coffee - that people are always buying her 
things. She looks scared (of rejection?) so I accept. 
She tells me she is a teacher, happy to be a teacher -
but once, she wanted to be a strapper. We bimk at each 
other wisely. We drink our coffee. 
» • * 
Sittuig m an inner-city flat, listening to a Salvation 
Army band playing next door. These people love music 
— they'make beautiful sounds. 
I leave the flat and see a small group of them - a 
male leader, two female followers. They make music in-
termittedly while the leader calls out his message to the 
empty street. 
I stand with them. I decide to drop: "I am an atheist" 
"You arc still searching, sister?" 
"No, I've stopped searching," I reply. 
From that point, his message is for me. He turps his 
face to the empty street once a minute for the sake of 
propriety, but the night belongs to me, and I nod back 
and pretend I am a little converted. The girl on my right 
bangs her tamborine. 
* * * 
Sitting in the Refec, sucking on a malted, talking.rel-
igion. The needle sticks: "agnostic, agnostic, agnostic..." 
"No", I shout, "atheist, atheist..." 
"Vou know your problem," says someone from the 
Evangelical Union, "you're a latent Christian." 
"Not Bad " I say, considermg the source,"not bad at 
all." (Hey, you guys - 1 think - stop t*ymg to be fun-
ny. If you siaiTgettuig a sense of humour at this late 
stage in the process, you could be dangerous!) 
* * * ' 
Packing potato chips in a factory, talkmg about ori-
gins. Susan says that God alone knows what we are all 
about; that the Bible is true, all true; that eveiyone com-
es from Adam and Eve. 
"That's terrible, Susan," I say accusuigly, "that's in-
cest!" 
She stares at me confused, a packet of chips in each 
hand. She is a fundamentalist, and has not been taught 
to cope with mean bastards like me. 
• * * * 
Where does such faith come from? There is need here 
- a need for something to hang onto, something to ex-
plain death and nothingness, something to prop one up 
along the way and hint at immortality. 
I think I would like to believe in God. It would be com 
forting to have something to hang onto. It would be nice 
to be 20(K) years old instead of several million, but that's 
the way of things. You spend your whole hfe sitting in a 
waiting room - and there's no doctor; you spend your 
whole life going through the motions - and you end up 
exactly where you b egan. 
Oh well, people will tell you differently. Onward . 
Christian Soldiers! 
Jan Turner-Jones 
PARADOX REGAIN'D 
WHY I AM A CHRISTIAN 
God knows why I am a Christian. When I look at myself, I must conclude that really I am not so different in 
appearance from others who aren't Christian, for my actions continually deny my ideals. I find tbat Ih'ing up to 
one's ideals while still interactmg with people m a society is not, as straightforward a concept as I had imagined. 
The fact that certaui concepts are regarded as ideals is ei^ence that they are also seen as beii^; on the whole un-
attainable, while still r^arded as being desuable, or even necessary. 
Why do we posit ideals if they are practicaUy impossible to Uve up to? Do we in fact posit ideals so we may 
conquer them as we conquered Everest - because it was there? If this is so then, what madness is it in humanity 
that compels it to retain ideak, when it is obvious that conflict of ideals and actual behaviour is the cause of so 
many ofour confrontations and wars? If we or^inally constructed ideals to help us to become more human, 
then haven't we in fact been working from a wrong premise for the past ten thousand years or so? Could it be 
that ideals are not a human construct, but rather a fact of our existence: that they, like Everest, existed whet-
her we knew of their existence or not, or even whether we wUled them to exist or not? In fact their origm might 
weU be outskle our minds? 
RELIEFS AND BEHAVIOUR 
We could almost say that the ideals that we hold are 
the most oppressive elements ofour existence. By this I 
mean not that ideals are not realistic, that they are arbi-
trary, but ralher that we recognize theu- worth, as weU 
as our own inability to live up to them. I would venture 
to suggest that most of us are in fact hypocrites. To so-
me extent. Christians are the most hypocritical of all, 
for they have the highest ideals, and the clearest perc-
eption of their own failings and imperfections, ^^en 
you know that perfection is expected of you, how can 
you even begin to succeed? 
What happens when Christians do faU to live up to 
their ideals? Do they m fact deny what they believe ih? 
No. They are really evldencli^ the imperfection of the 
humanity they believe exists. Christians know that they 
ought to be perfect, for that is what their God has de-
manded, but they also know they are miperfect. Their 
' humanity does not excuse their hnperfection, but en-. ' 
sures it. Or to put it another way, failure neither denies 
nOr excuses our humanity, but rather provides evidence 
of it. We are all forced to take cognisance of this paradox, 
this seeming impossibUity, if we are seious hi tiying to 
find some meaning to lift* 
This paradox has more sense when compared to the 
humanist position. The humanist believes that humans 
alone are capable of achieving all they aspire to, of sol-
ving aU situations they are in. The humanist believes that 
behaviour can conform with belief if only one has suffi-
cient will to make it do so. Thus every indivklual is ent-
irely responsible for his/her actions (as in the Christian 
view). However the difference comes hi that humanism 
is then, because ofits root philosophy, to deny those who 
are not able to be consistant with their beliefs the statiis 
of humans. IronicaUy, humanism, by ascribing too much 
to humanity, devalues being human: It doesn't allow ab* 
berations from the norms, which norms are hi fact ideals. 
You may say that no humanist has ever stated' that tho-
se who don't live up their ideals are inhuman, but I think 
that such a statement is the logical conclusion of their 
arguments that humans are sufficient in all they have to 
do. Humanists look around and see that we do not m 
fact conform to certain ideals of behaviour, and they 
• have to ascribe a cause to that. Self-interest is the usual 
reason given for individual deviations from ideals of con-
duct, but I should like to ask on what humanism is bas-
ed anyway? If there is no god to govern our conduct, and 
if we are all capable ofdoing good, then why don't we? 
The basis of humanist behaviour is found (supposedly) in 
the name: humanists begin with the human, who, being 
completely free ofall outside influences, has only himself/ 
herself to please. If I am pleasmg myself, who is to say 
that what I anr doing is wrong? And yet humanists do say 
that certain actions are wrong. Accordmg to the tenets pt 
their philosophy, there can be only one reason that a be-
mg does not act in the best interests of all humans: and 
that is that that particular being is not human. 
This position is quite an interestmg one in terms of 
humanist policies such as rehabilitation rather than pun-
ishment of criminals (if someone has acted uihumanly, 
then that person is npt human and there can exist no rea-
son for rehabilitation, and we might just as weU try to 
"rehabilitate" an anhnal mto a human: according to strict 
humanist reasoning). There are practical problems too 
with this policy: who decides which is human and which . 
not, and which to re-educate into humanity? Humanists 
might also ask women's rights groups if they are acting 
from a humanist platform in seeking to have rapists bear 
the responsibUity of'their actions, aiid be treated accord-
ingly. In this issue, women's groups appear to be closer 
to a Christian position than'to any other. 
So it seems then that both Oiristians and humanists 
are hypocrites. Christians are hypocrites because they 
hold a set of standards too high for them to live up to, 
and yet in the face of their inabUities, stUl believe these 
standards. Humanists are hypocrites because they, like 
Christians, have faith in something; but will not acknow-
ledge that it is just as hnpossible to be a completely "mo-
ral" humanist as it is to be a completely "moral" Christ-
ian. Humanists claim that we can be perfect: Christians 
daim that only God is perfect. Thus Christians alone are 
able to Uve with their unperfections. with the imperfec-
tions of others, in an hnpcrfect world, 
ACTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES 
But you could say, thai is just a way of getthig Chris-
tians ofl- the hook. If the humanists have the excuse of an 
incompletely integrated world view, what excuse do Chr-
• istians have for not living up to their ideals? What excuse 
do Oiristians have for doing wrong? 
I would answer that they have the same as anyone 
else - none at all. We are aU responsible to each other 
and hi the Christian view at least, to an external and su-
perior bemg. In other areas of endeavour, we either sue-
ceed or fail, and no account is taken of circumstances: 
that is an uncomfortable fact of our existence. If I have 
not learned to swim I could drown whether I have had 
the chance to learn to swan or not. It may not be my 
fault, that I have not learnt to swim but 1 drown never-
theless. So m fact the paradox of the situation is that 
we are aU responsible for our actions, even Uiough some-
tunes we may have very little control over them. Our 
whole existence bears witness to the double bind we 
are hi ~ and the philosophy of the existentialist de ifies 
ies this view. 
What then is the connecUon between morality and 
belief? How does what we do affect our beliefs and 
what consequences do our actions have? Someone once 
said to me that Christianity had essentially no connect-
ion with morality. Double take! What is this paradox, 
that Christians have the ultimate system of ideals, and 
are responsible for everything they do, even though com-
pletely unable to do right? The paradox is expanded: I 
am expected to be perfect; but it is hnpossible for me 
to be so; I am dierefore responsible for my actions and 
unperfections; and yet this hnperfection does not deny 
what 1 beUeve, does not deny what that belief in perfec-
tion is based on, but confirms my beliefs as being true. 
Perfection is hnpossible for aU people, and yet necessaiy 
if we are all to treat others as we ought. Despite our 
good intentions, our unwitting and unwUUng failures 
StUl deny other people their fuU rights as human beu^s. 
In other words, just as douig my own thmg may uiterfere 
wUh someone else's right or ability to do another thing, 
so my imperfectH>ns uiterfere with someone else's auto-
nomy, with someone else's right to be fuUy and wholly 
human. And obviously, this interference ought not to be 
countenanced, since none of us is more unportant, or 
less unportant, as human beings, Uian anyone else. 
.1 have raised two points in Uiat last paragraph, and 
.wUl now try to deal with both. 
Firstly, how can we account for this paradox of 
people being believuig Christians, whUe behavmg as 
imperfect humans? How can we live ui such a split 
system? To understand this, we bring to mind a common 
analogy - that of the famUy. No matter what I do, I can-
not deny the fact that I have a mother and a father, one 
particular person of each sex m whose union I was born. 
I may deny my family, and they may deny me, but that 
simple biological fact remains. 
A sunUar sihiation exists for a Christian. Once s/he 
becomes a Christian (remember that dreaded word "re-
birth" from Sunday school?), then a family type relation-
ship exists with God ("our faUier" or "our mother" is 
more a matter of semantics than theology). Unless we re-
ject the basic conditions by which one becomes Christian, 
we remam Christians ui spite of our individual faUures to 
live up to our ideals. The crucial pomt is that we believe 
and act on the basis of belief. BeUeving the basis of what 
I am sayuig impUes a certam wUlingnoss to go out on a 
Umb. To a large extent, believuig m the basis of the Chris-
tian gospel means that the basis of our acrions is changed. 
If one no longer believes that we are the measure of all 
things, then one no longer acts as if one can solve all prob-
lems alone, and so one tends to allow the solution to pro-
blems to come from outside oneself. And that m itself is 
a veiy large step to take; you just try teUing people that 
you don't base aU your actions on human potentiaUties 
but on God's! 
THREE LETTER WORDS 
Secondly, how can my actions deny others Uieir rights? 
Only hermUs Uve sufficient unto Uiemselves, completely 
autonomously. Foir the rest of us, whatever we do affects 
people, and we aU desire to live hi a world of people, to 
interact with them. Just observing our situation tells us 
that this is true. Who suffers because of the mistakes of 
a public servant? The public servant? No those people vAio 
rely on government-provided services. Who suffers more, 
alcohoUc parents or their children? If 1 am not as good a 
,teacher as I wish to become, who suffers then, both unm-
ediately and in the long run? Why, the students 1 teach, 
the chUdren whose development is largely entrusted to 
me. And we could all think of cases where the evil con-
sequences ofour actions faU upon someone else. Such 
cases are so common they seem ahnost to be a condition 
of our existence. 
* And in fact I believe they are. They uidex our unper-
fections, show how marred we are, marred even to the 
extent of spoUing our abUity to improve ourselves, by 
oiir own efforts. Our judgement is marred such that our 
chance of perfecting ourselves is almost infinitessimal. 
Our means of knowing and of judguig are marred, as 
much as our other abUities are. 
What I am reaUy talkhig about when I taUc of obvious 
unperfections, of abUity to see ui what dhections solu-
tions must Ue, but hiabUity to effect them, is what we caU 
shi. In other words, sin is not an hivention of the church 
to keep people submissive, nor is it an invention of our 
superstitious minds, which havmg served its function 
must now be put aside hi this age of science. Sm is by 
definition somethuig whose e\il effects descend, through 
no fault of theur own, upon others not uiitiaUy connect-
ed with the actions. It is an observable condition of our 
existence. It is like a disease, both hereditary and infec-
tious: one of its effects is that it predisposes its innocent 
victhns toward its own use - they too become hiescap-
ably mvolved hi a matrix of events and attitudes which 
deny themselves and others fuU humanity. The effect 
of sin is that the previously uuiocent suffer, the un- , 
wittuig become evU, and everyone perpetuates the cy-
cle. Thus to talk of sm is reaUy to talk of consequences 
and responsibility. 
The person who chooses must accept the consequen-
ces of that choice, and that most choices affect others. 
To choose is human, but that does not bind us to beli-
eving that whatever we choose is necessarily affirmhig 
our humanity. So I am saying that human relationships-
are cruciaUy important in our lives, and we should seek 
to unprove them - to say nothing of our relationship 
to God (if lUce me you believe God exists.) 
CRITERIA OF JUDGEMENT 
To some extent, my task hasbeen similar to that of 
the cartoon character who in an exam was given five 
minutes to answer the question "What is life?" The exis-
tentiaUst answers "There is no meanmg" and is done 
with both an answer and with life; the humanist answers 
"man" and spends the rest oflife facuig the contradict-
ions of that answer; while the Christian answers "God" 
and spends the rest oflife trying to work out the para-
doxes of the faith. 
Why do I want people to examine the clauns of Chris-
tianity? I for one believe they are true, and believe that 
I have sufficiently indicated that modern life is in need of 
solutions, for others to want to search for solutions. If on 
the other hand you have an answer, then you need not be 
afraid to examuie the claims of Christianity: if they are in-
deed false, closer examuiation wUI prove them so. 1 believe 
the Christian faith to be based on fact, not on wishful 
thmking, and so U gains by scrutiny, rather than loses. 
Examine also the clauns in the articles of this liftout, 
bearing in mind that they are not edited by a Christian. 
Beware the comment that the only authorities on religion 
are those who are not committed to any.. In any other 
branch of endeavour, those who know most and best are 
those most involved and most committed. I go to an en-
vironmentalist to find out about the eco-crisis, even Uiough 
I know that that person is "l^ iased". How much do I 
really beUeve in someUiing, if we are not prepared to say 
it is true and other tilings are not? How can we believe 
something to be true, and yet remaui neutral? Does not 
each truth as it is apprehended carry with it a moral un-
perative to actionf l« tus be sure, there is no such thing 
as objecth^ity: there exist only apathy or ignorance or 
closed minds, all of which hide behmd the name of ob-
jectivity. EUher you do want to know about Christianity 
in which case you ought to examine the documents of 
ChrisUanity and Us direct claims; or else you don't want 
to know, in which case you ought not claim to be objec-
tive. , .:(.(>;:• : -•• ,• • 
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It seems anomalous that the student press quite righ-
tly gives women Uie right to speak about themselves, 
quite rightly gives blacks the opportunity to speak about 
events and beliefs that concern them, and yet denied that 
same right to Christians. Christianity apparently needs 
to be strained through a mesh of objectivity before it is 
suhable for other human beings to consume! But Uien 
again, I have been talking about hnperfection, haven't I? 
"IT IS FINISHED" 
To summarize Uien: just why am I a Christian? What 
possessed me to become a Christian? I think the answer 
is that I become fuUy human and fuUy avrare of it by 
being a Christian, I am resigned to my humanity (with aU 
its uiconsistencies), not resigned from it. To me there is 
uicontrovertible evidence that God exists and I no more 
wish to deny that than to deny my humanity. We exist 
to ha ve a certam relationship wiUi God, and the quaUty 
of that relaUonship, and our depUi of faith ui this God 
of ours, giovern how we act. And that is the real difference 
between myself and non-Christians. I said at the begin-
nuig that sometimes I appeared not to be so very differ-
ent from non-Oiristians in my behaviour. But here is 
tiie difference, hi that the basis of my life is different 
from theirs: I can Uve with myself, even whUe not havuig 
faith Ul my abiUty to solve all my own problems, and while 
aUowing God to control my Ufe. hivolved as I am in con-
tinual sinning, I yet am tragicaUy unable by myself, to 
free myself of Uiis failing. It is only Uiis personal relaUon-
ship with God, the relationship I have, but which is avail-
able to all, which makes me different from others, which 
m fact makes me a Christian. This relationship is so in-
tense that it has often been described in teniis of human 
sex and love. Being a Christian is not a matter of absor-
bing an mvoWed system of metaphysics, nor of trying to 
adhere to an hnpossible ethical code. It is simply a mat-
ter of this personal relationship. Furthermore, the mat-
erial on which 1 base that last slatement has been proved 
tune and lime again to be reUable. Jesus was what he cla-
imed to be, and thai is the Jesus I am related to, that is 
the Jesus who is God. 
In the final analysis, my faiUi in God al the expense 
of human perfection, gives humans greater dignity and 
value, for it gives humans their proper place in the uni-
verse. It allows me to retain dignity and humanity in 
tiie midst of my faiUngs, in the midst of my imperfec-
tions, by realizing that these are in fact human, though 
non-Uie-less faiUngs for aU that. 1 realize both that 1 am 
unperfect and that I can live with that fact. 
One aspect of that imperfection, is that whatever I 
say about my relationship witii Jesus Christ is bound 
to be wrong m some aspects: I am not clauning perfec-
tion for myself. Since my faith is in God's perfection, 
then God's word on faith must be Uie truth. So, if you 
are at all interested in the Chrisrian faith, and want to 
find out what it really says, and not do despite to its 
originator then for (Christ's sake, don't ask me, go 
to the source. 
Ross Clark 
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WHY I AM NOT A CHRISTIAN 
My firsl thought on being asked to do this was - what 
the heU, if it is someone else's kick to caU him/herself 
Christian or whatever, go ahead. Myself, I am amazingly 
content these days just being a human being. There was . 
a time when I might have jumped at the chance. That 
was along the lime I was just emerging from the awful 
bind Uiat a conventionally Christian ethos had got me 
uito. I was a mite bitter then, and had a right to be see-
ing that almost half my life might be gone, I thought. 
The best half perhaps. Took me a long time to get my 
head together after that but I manage it ui the end. And 
now, the sun shines most days, and Uie buds suig whet-' 
her il shines or not, and Ufe is fair enough give or take 
the odd quirk of fate. What's past is past. So how could 
I be bothered writing a ghastiy expose of the reasons I 
am not a Christian? Who cares! 
But that, I realize, woukl be a massive cop-out of sorts, 
woven around some fantasy ofa lone individual basking 
in the sunshine of his separate little worid whUe the beUs 
toU sombrely for others but not for him. I am hi perfect 
accord there with Donne who happened to be a Christian. 
Man is not an island, and what happens ui the wider wo-
rid affects me. 
Berirand RusseU, lUce Donne, was a man who cared 
about humanity; but he, in a book explainuig why he 
was not a Christian, showed the patent absurdity of try-
mg to prove anythuig so way out as the existence of 
God. And all those arguments he put up so cogenUy are, 
I guess, good enough reasons why I am not one either. 
As things are, if they'd only left Uiat concept referred 
to as "God" to the specularive musuigs of individual im-
aginations where, in my view, it best belongs, a lot of 
trouble might have been avoided. Instead, they dragged 
the idea forth, defined it after a fashion, and proceeded 
to ram it with precision down the throats of countless 
impressionable kids who surely deserved better from ma-
ture people (get them young enough and you've got 
them for life. Up lUI the age of seven, someone said.) 
And I do mean trouble - not only in the tortured psy-
ches of individuals, but among whole populations in spots 
like Ireland or the Middle East. 
I am not saying that Christianity per se, is responsible 
for all the troubles in the world. God forbid! But the 
syndrome for many of them is, 1 think, effectively the 
same - the same process whereby obsession with some 
cerebrally oriented version of Truth, is allowed to dom-
inate sane intimidations of where Trutii might lie -
that found in the "Grecian Urn" poem by Keats just by 
way of example. "InteUectual arrogance" perhaps never 
has a more fitting reference than it does m this context. 
So you can accept that I am not a Christian parUy be-
cause ofthe fanatic zeal that this kuid of creed tends to 
generate amongst its massed adherents; and because in-
tiutively, I am persuaded that no really profound truth 
about "God" and the unhrerse, and its inhabitants, is 
capable of being formulated by mental or reasoning pro-
cesses, to be sanctioned forever after by dogma. 
1 coukl, if I liked, leave the discussion here, havuig 
achieved by my standards a defensive fait accOmpU again-
st religious assault. But that woilld ainount to an evasion 
of sorts, because even I don't regard belief-systems such 
as Christianity as noUiing more than self-generative trad-
itions kept gouig only for the heck of it. The needs which 
such systems are essentiaUy a response to — a misguided 
response I would say - are themselves very real ones, 
and one ought to look beyond tradition, and the brain-
washuig of kids, to the core concerns from which Uiey 
stem. 
It is not enough sunply to reject, and to state why one 
is not somethuig or other. Life, by its nature, seems to 
demand commitment of sorts, and affirmation ratiier than 
denial. People need not just to exist but to fed viable ui 
the face of the eternal ironies which are integral to the hu-
man condUion. It is not enough to define oneself in nega-
tions.-
Speakmg for myself, I do not exist ui the guise I do 
exist by virtue of rebeUiousness alone, as some Christians 
- smug intheir claim lo know such as me better than we 
know ourselves —would have it. Nor by evasion. One 
needs lo be aware ofthe vital issues al stake for human 
beuigs: the "meanhig" of existence, the inevUabUity of 
deaUi, moraUty - and one's own sense of worth within 
such a framework. They are issues with which - if you 
are ever to get your head reaUy together - you have to 
find some way of copuig. 
If to be Christian isn't the solution some other con-
scious approach has to be. It is a matter of finduig some 
way to say YES to the Ufe process with aU its ironies, be-
cause lo Uve any other way is a kind of dyuig, long drawn 
out. 
I couldn't be Christian nowadays because I don't go 
for their way of dealmg with the issues — with flie way 
they get to say YES to existence. They do U, it seems to 
me, not by a judicious recourse to humility ui face of 
Uie Great Unknown - but by making a fetish of that 
mode amounting, in the end, to a virtual betrayal of ma-
terial existence and personhood in favour of some great, 
barely comprehended "other". Their motivation, it seems 
to me, is a singularly visionless sense of dismay about the 
world, and theu official verification is a supposed, special 
revelation about the nature of humankind, leading to a 
definition which effectively "freezes" that nature for 
good and aU. And the "revealed" nature ofthis human 
entity is a flawed one. So that, for the Christian, salvat-
ion and affirmation (such as it is) can be gamed only 
through a kind of negation of the necessarUy "flawed" 
self. It amounts to a highly conscious act of rejection. 
Psychologically, it appears to me as the most effective 
(and least deprecated) employment ofthe fantasizuig 
mode one could unagine, sanctUled as it is by conven-
tion and the tradUion of ag^s. It appears to me as no less 
an alienation of self just because il is deUberately sought, 
and it takes place under the aegis ofa mistaken version 
of what is the real. 
I can't accept their "revelation". And creation, as 1 
see il, is a contuiuing process not an isolated event, and 
human persons are very much hivolved in that process. In 
a significant sense they create themselves - not by rejec-
ting their nature (or that static idea of it measured again-
st criteria that are arbitrary by more fluid standards) 
but by embracuig it joyfuUy, ui the faith that mind and 
matter are not essentiaUy and inevitably in conflict.. Be-
hind the whole thing, hi my mmd, shines a notion of 
fundamental balance jather than flaw, and the vision 
it gives birth to is one of unmense possibUities for the 
evolving human personaUty. So much of human beha-
viour can be traced to current attitudes of mind, and 
attitudes can be dianged and are changed, aU the time. 
And when it comes to evU, which to Christians is a ma-
jor problem, and a positive force fai its own right, I would 
much ratiier listen to KahlU Gibran any day: 
For what is evil but good tortured 
by its own burner and thirst? 
(The Prophet) 
That puts it m a nutsheU for me. 
I have referred mostly to poets in this essay and that 
is, perhaps, how it should be. The language of poetry, 
imprecise and ambiguous as it usuaUy is, is the best veh-
icle for excursions into mystery. Poetry is much more 
likely to say something pertuient about the elusive and 
dimly comprehended - about Truth which surely em-
braces aU dunensions of beuig and could never be grac-
ed by the puny human inteUect, except dimly. As every-
one knows, there is a lot of poetry ui the Christian heri-
tage, and it is .one of my unpressions that the Christians, 
as an uislitutionalized body, in makuig whal extremely 
Uteral and objective sense tihey have done of the bibli-
cal heritage, have prostituted one of the greatest sources 
of the poetic and mythic mode ever produced. I find it 
hard to believe Uiat these early poels and philosophers 
who said so much in their way about the very guts of 
Uie human predicament, ever envisaged a powerful move-
ment being buUt upon it - a movement havuig so great an 
uifluence upon the laws and mores which hem aU of us 
in, lUce it or not. 
It is a source of hope, I think, that Christianity comes 
to be seen — at least by some of its adherents - more 
symbolically day by day. There are, it seems to me, "hu-
manist" interpretations possible of most of the Christian 
epic. So you get Christian atheists, and Jesus Christ Super 
star, and heresy comes almost to be a way oflife these 
days. I view it as a long-delayed process of humanity com-
uig mto Us own — hate of self beuig replaced by love of 
self as a first step towards real communiiy of persons; for. 
as Martin Buber said somewhere: 
Man cannot approach God by reachit^ beyond man; 
he can approach God by reaching through man. 
The Christians, most of them, reach too much beyond 
man for my taste. 
There are difficulties m a task such as this. Unless one 
is a "scholar" ofthe subject wWch I am not (I dkln't 
reaUy want to do it, remember?) weak inerences can eas-
Uy be drawn, and even straight-our errors of fact be made 
One of the hardest problems ui this case is to know exac-
Uy who is a Christian. People one admhres can so easUy 
become maligned. So 1 claun only a degree of impression-
istic validity for this, and U's a validity which appUes ui 
any case, only to the broad stream — not to the obvious 
cross cunents that are there loo. It is the broad stream 
which canies us along most of tiie time, and that torrent 
is riddled with daric depths and debris and danger. 
In a world as screwed up as this one is, it may be too 
late. I would certamly feel more hopeful if there weren't 
people around me aU the turie UteraUy waiting for tiie 
catastrophe - because U is. written m tiie stars or some-
where that it wiU come, and that's how human nature is, 
so get yourself saved brother and be joyful. It becomes 
hnpossible to tell whether a "prophecy" might be real 
or simple self-fulfilUng, and how the heUwoiUd one ever 
know that. How could you know, if tiie wUls of people 
for the prophecy not to come true are never fully exten-
ded? 
It seems to me that human beuigs wUl get for them-
selves only what they want to get, and as long as tiiose 
wants are defined by so low an dphUon of human nat-
ure as they are at present - an ophiion coloured over-
ridingly by the notion of stasis rather than growth - the 
catastrophe wUl come ever closer and the wamuig (which 
tiie so-caUed prophet^ ought to have been see as) wUI 
have been lo no avaU. And mushrooms wUI ^ rhi^ up ov-
ernight, ta the way they do. Giant ones, e n o i ^ for ev-
erybody. 
For this, it seems to rae, ChristUmity - more than 
most other responses to the basic issues tiiat I know ab-
out - wUl have to stand uidicted, and aU tbe charity and 
brotherly love and altruisrn wUl stand for nought. Because 
behhid it aU, they weren't able to love ttansehes en-
ou^, that's why. • " 
And they ask me why I am not one, and; I reply - no 
thanks brother, not for me. - . 1 
EricCfosswcM 
IS semper floreat 
As far as its theatrical and religious aspects go, Jesus 
Chnst Superstar has excited, offended, and dlsturtied. 
It is all a matter of viewpouit. 
The objections from the Catiiolic and Baptist pickets 
and the American Jewish Committee were indeed the 
first official protests to tiie rock opera. FoUowing the re-
lease ofthe "Superstar" single, tiiere was a campaign of 
angry letters and postcards, instigated by a radio station 
m the Arkansas bible-bell near Little Rock (die station 
even stopped playuig aU Decca products for a while). A-
part from that, however, and much to the surprise of 
Decca's pubUc relations director, there were few comp-
lauits. A spokesman for tiie record company estimated 
that m the first six monlhs of 1970,90 percent ofthe 
"Superstar" mail was in favour of the song. And after the 
release of the complete opera in October there were doz-
ens of testunonials from clergymen ofall faiths on the va-
lue of the record as a tool to bring young people back in-
to the churches. More than a few fans of the opera wrote 
that listening to Jesus Christ Superstar was more a religi-
ous experience than going to church. 
Dr WUliam Marra, assistant professor of phUosophy at 
Fordham University, who led the ProEccIesia pickets on 
opening night, gave these objections: "Two modern non-
Christians see the dramatic potential ui the gospel account 
ofthe execution of Jesus, and they feel justified in taking 
whatever Uberties they deem necessary to make their ver-
sion inteUigible to modern audiences. The producers then 
add jusl the right combination of religion and sex. Two 
levels of offensiveness are present: common decency is 
one, the other is sacredness. CivUized men lUce to believe 
that theh person, race, nationality, and their religion wUl 
not be subject to ridicule or distortion hi any pubhc me-
dium. We should rightly resent the slur, the unproved 
mnuendo, the cowardly thrust which strikes with un-
punity." 
Dr Marra caUed Superstar "blasphemous" and'ad-
ded that Rice and Webber "condemn themselves and 
their work by their own words. Their treatment of the 
Last Supper boldly ridicules the Catholic doctrine of 
the Holy Eucharist. Christ is a weak, hysterical, and 
confused man, not even sure of His own identity, who 
has lost control of the sUuation. Judas, on the other 
hand, is the hero, much wiser and more capable. There 
is the msinu ation of a love affair between Christ and 
Mary Magdalene and a delHierate slur against the Blessed 
Vugin in the sayings from the cross when the authors • 
rniply that the Mary we know from scripture is just ano-
ther mythical character." 
The concert and Broadway audiences were sprinkled 
with mmisters, rabbis, priests and nuns - even the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury attended a performance on a New 
Yrok visit. When asked for his critical and religious opi-
nion ofthe show, he smiled robustly and answered, "Some 
of the lyrics were haunting, but the play rejects Christ as 
God from first to last. WhUe il does contain some dreadful 
crudities of presentation, it is uiteresting and different, • 
and something near to Christianity occasionaUy leaps from 
tiie stage." , 
A Catholic priest noted that' 'just because you see the 
clergy at a show does not mean that they agree with what 
it says. Perhaps they do. Perhaps they don't and are just 
curious. Or perhaps Uke myself, they don't agree but like 
the music!" 
On one occasion in Anderson, South CaroHna, the 
Klu Klux Klan joined wUh local churchmen and picket-
ed a concert performance of the rock opera. In Macon, 
Georgia, Mayor Ronny Thompson threatened to close 
down the city's coliseum "for repairs" in order to stop 
a concert. But, on the advice of the cUy attorney, he de-
sisted. The show drew a number of pickets who greeted 
patrons wilh pamphlets stating "Hard rock excites sen-
sual lusts, hate, and violence, resulting in open and sha-
meful sins. (This is a matter of historical fact.)" The con-
cert was a sellout and resulted in blocks of snarled traf-
fie- ^ . 
One of the most outspoken opponents of Jesus Christ 
Superstar has been the Reverend Billy Graham. Though 
music from the opera has been used in his crusades, Mr 
Graham criticized the production because it did not 
"celebrate tiie divuie aspects of Christ." He added, "I 
think it borders on blasphemy and sacrilege. I object to 
the fact that it leaves out the Resurrection. If there is no 
Resurrection, there is no Christianity. But 1 also thmk 
that the opera asks questions mUlions of young people 
are asking, such as: Jesus Oirist, are You who they say 
You are? If the rock opera causes religious discussion 
and causes young people to search Uieir bibles, to that 
extent it may be beneficial. But I do not endorse the pro-
duction, nor do 1 urge young people to see U." 
On one occasion Mr Graham spoke ofthe tremendous 
response Superstar has received from youth and ofits 
relevancies to modern-day religious problems: "Il does 
not mean that young people today accept Jesus, but 
they are taking a new look, because the young can iden-
tify witii Hiin. He taught love, peace and forgiveness. He 
had a beard and long hah. He is seen as a revolutionary 
in whom they can beUeve and with whom they can share 
an experience." 
Webber has been quoted as saying that he and Rice 
had arguments, "Long arguments, in fact, about the basis 
ofthe opera and how it should be treated. We had lo de-
cide \yhich events in the life of Jesus wc were going to 
wrile about - and this was the most difficult area of aU 
in which lo find agreement. Eventually we chose the last 
seven days of His life. Even now, I don't go along with 
some of the tilings that Tim has written in the opera. The 
lyrics are extremely good for any composer to work 
with, but I don't necessarily agree with aU of them. 
Rice has described himself as not particularly religious. 
He has said, "The only time l'really get to church is to at-
tend weddings. I'm not even sure that Jesus Christ is the 
biggest star of the superstars. After all, Buddha is proba-
bly as big a star in his own department, so to speak. But 
U is undeniable that Christ made more of an unpad on 
people tiian anyone who has ever Uved - an impact of 
colossal proportions." 
On the much written-about subject of an miplied sex 
relation between Mary Magdalene and Jesus, Rice says, 
adamantiy, "Read the lyrics to I Don't Know How to 
Lave Him Maiy is in love with Jesus, but mentally, 
not physically. He had a frightenhig effecl on her - she 
was awed. He scares her so. The only thing Mary could 
relate to was Jesus. The last stanza of the song makes 
that clear." 
As far as the lyrics being sacrUegious, Rice has said, 
"They can't really have read them properiy. If you fir-
mly believe in something, and you're convinced that 
what you believe is righl, I don'i see how anybody can 
possibly object to having somebody else ask questions 
about it. Ifyou're an Elvis Presley fan, and somebody 
comes up and says, 'Why is Elvis-why has he done, this, 
why has he done that?' If you like Mr Presley, you?U be 
able to competently defend him. 
"This isn't such a balmy paraUel," the lyricist went 
on, "because ifyou're a genuine Christian, 1 think you 
would welcome these kind of questions. Anybody who 
is a dubious Christian is obviously going to shy away, . 
because he doesn't lUce people gelling at what could be 
the truth." 
As an album, Jesus Christ Superstar is the best-sel-
Ung two-record set ofall time. The disc, not to mention 
tape and sheet-music sales, did S15 "million in business 
during its first year of release here and in Canada - and 
was a smash in Denmark, The Netherlands, Sweden, Bel-
gium, Norway, Finland (where students bootlegged cop-
ies into Russia), Germany, Australia, Mexico, Venezuela, 
BrazU and Argentina. 
Lew Wassemian, of MCA, remarked of the album's am 
azing success: "It's not a record, U's an industry!" 
(From Rock Opera by Nassour and Broderick, Hawthorn Books 
Inc. Publishers, New York) 
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18 semper floreet 
The aiguments propounded in this article are not to 
be misconstrued as an attack upon membeis of any part-
icuhur church. However, tf it so happens that teachings 
are not m accordance with Scripture, then it is Scripture 
which is given precedence. 
The real issue which confronted the Jews 2,000 years 
ago, was whetiier God's power was made perfect in hu-
mUity or whether it was made perfect m arrogance. 
Church scholars have deliberately and for a long period 
of lime, misrepresented Jesus of Nazaretii whilst at the 
same time pretend to be championing his cause. 
AU the Churches and sects of Christendom are united 
in presenting Jesus as a man who was normal only in 
certain respects. They proclami tiiat Jesus was born ofa 
"virgui", tiial he was conceived witiiout "origmal sm", 
a tiiird part of tiie "Holy Trinity", and so on.SchoIars 
know that tiie original manuscripts from which the Bi-
ble is derived say nothing whatever about Jesus being 
bom of a virgin. They know Uiat the manuscripts say 
Jesus was a normal man in every respect. They know 
that this man was chosen by God from among his feUows 
and anouited for an unportant mission. 
ll was i sore point witii tiie "estabUshment? in Jerus-
alem tiiat Jesus was not one ofthe select community of 
scholars. It has been a sore point with scholars ever 
since. They have taken Jesus away from tiie common 
people and made him tiieir own special and private pro-
perty; this has been accomplished by tiie suppression 
and misrepresentation of crucial facts, some of which 
I shall discuss in this article. 
To set the record straight, Christ is not a name, it is 
a title. Scholars know that tiiere are many Christs in the 
Bible. The word is left untranslated, only where it refers 
to Jesus. The word messiah is the Hebrew equivalent -
both mean anointed. Cyrus tiie Mede was a christ or 
messiah. (Isaiah 45). 
The New Testament was written to prove on tiie basis 
of tiie Old Testament, that Jesus was.tiie man appointed 
to rule the world, i.e., Jesus was tiie Christ or Messiah or 
anointed to fulfUl this particular role. It was not written 
to prove tiiat "Jesus Christ" was born of a virgin etc. 
Such doctrines are, ui fact, worse tiian pointless. 
femrailY 
The Truiily is a teaching which says in effect-
1) There is one God 
2) This one God may take on any of three forms -
(a) God the Fatiier, (b) God tiie Son (Jesus) and (c) 
God, the Holy Spuit. 
This "Great Trutii" or mystery vrill now be examined 
and compared witii Scripture, 
Jesus and his disciples preached a doctrine of love, the 
kind of love by which it is possible to love your enemies. 
The simplicity and purity of Uiis doctrine of love of God 
and of feUowman was insufficient to the minds of men, 
and so they produced - with much bickering T the mys-
tery of the Trinity. The teachmg was finally accepted by 
the Churches at the CouncU of Nicea ui 325 AD. The 
acceptance of a Creed incorporating the teaching is held 
to be necessary to Salvation, despite the fact tiiat tiie dis-
ciples never found such a slatement necessary. 
The position is, it has been taught for so long thaf it 
has become traditional and Jesus hunself told the Riari-
sees that they "void the world of God" by their tradit-
ion (Mark 7-13). 
A like position exists today. Where does the accept-
ance of any doctrine figure in Jesus statement? - "Woe 
unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, Hypocrites! for ye tithe 
merit and anise and cummin, and have left undone the 
weightier matters of tiie law. Justice, Mercy and Faitii; 
but tiiese ye ought to have done, and not to have left 
tiie otiier undone. Ye blmd guides, tiiat straui out the 
gnat, and swaUow the camel." (Matt 23 - 23,24) 
The foUowmg are facts 
1. There is no term hi" Scripture which bears any 
resemblance lo Trinity. 
2. The Lathi "Trinitas" is a translation ofa Greek -
word first found m TheophUus of Antioch about 180 
AD, 
3. The first creed in which it appears is that of 
Gregory Thaumaturgus in his work of 270 AD. 
4. The term "God - Uie Son" does not occur hi 
Scripture. The term used is "Son of God" which refers 
to ethical sonship. 
5. UntU tiie Messiah came, tiie Jews worshippisd 
onlyYahveh. . 
6. Nowhere in the New Testament does tiie posi-
tion In (5) above change. (John 9 -38 - see translators . 
note A. SV - tiie Greek word denotes an act of rever-
ence, whether paid la a creature (as here) or to the Crea-
tor.) 
At the tune of Jesus' baptism the tiiree elements re-
vealed., themselves as separate and distinct -». 
1. The Fatiier as a voice from tiie cloud; 2. the 
Holy Spirit descending in visible form and 3. the Son in 
the person of Jesus. Readers are advised to read (1 John) 
chapters 4 and 5 and closely analyse each statement as 
it bears on tiie position. 
It is impossible to answer all the side arguments which 
tiie Trinity raises. A selection has been made of the maui 
ones, where principles which apply to otiier arguments 
are brought forward. 
All right, so he passed his oral exams at twelve, 5.000 sludents attend 
his lectures and he leads one hell ofa graduate seminar. But where 
are his publications?" 
J 
THE USE OF "I AM" 
It is claimed that Jesus was making a claim to Deity, 
almost whenever he used tiie phrase "1 Am". 
The origin of tiiis claun is supposed to lay hi Exo 3-14. 
"God said to Moses, *1 am Uiat 1 am'" ActuaUy, it was an 
angeL (Acts 7.35) 
If Jesus' claim to Deity depended on tiie use ofthis 
term, tiie same would apply to the men of whom we read 
uiJudg 13.11,1 Kings 13-14. 
The statement by Paul m (I Cor 15 -10) has never been 
misconstrued as Paul clauning DeUy. If it is claimed in the 
one case, then U is clauned equaUy in the otiier. 
BY RAISING HIMSELF FROM THE DEAD 
The apostles preached tiiat God raised Jesus, not that 
Jesus raised himself. 
The situation is made abundantiy clear in Acts 2.24 
"But God raised Him up;" V 32. "ThisJesus God Raised 
up." 3-15, "whom God raised from the dead.", V 26 
"God havmg raised up his sen?ant", and so on in 4-10; 
5 .30;Rom4-24;8- l l , 34 ;Col2 - l2 ;Hebl l - I9& 
13 - 20. It is suggested tixat Acts 2 -19; 26 - 8; be under-
stood in conjunction with Rom 10-9. 
BY THE HEBREW WORD FOR GOD 
Il is clauned that God introduces himself as the "Three 
in one and tiie One in Three" by tiie use of the Hebrew 
word Elohun. It is clauned tiiat tiiis word is a uni-plural 
noun, bemg directly asserted hi Gen 1.26 (Plurality) 
and Gen. 1 -27 (Unity). 
Even tf tiUs word impUes plurality il does not - can-
.not - specificaUy hnply tiiree in one. The Hebrews never 
made this interpretation on the woid El, or its derivatives 
up to tiie time of Jesus! Refer (Deui 6 -14). 
In fact Jesus denied the reasoning for the Truiity m 
his last "cry of fuUHment on tiie cross ((Psm.22) - Eli, 
Eli lama sabachthahii. (Mark 15-13, Mat 28 - 46), the 
hiterpretation beuig "My God, My God, why has Ihou 
forsaken me. 
Both Yahveh and Elohim are quoted as names of the 
God who anomted Jesus. (Isiah 6I-I (Expectation), Luke 
4-18(FulfUment). 
Readers might check for themselves tiie meanhig of 
such Hebrew words as Jeshua, Joshua, Jeshosophat, 
Elijah and Abijah. 
Not hi one of tiie Gospels wUl be found a description 
of tiie personaUty of Jesus. If Jesus' life was to be an ex-
ample and measuring stick (Acts 17 -31) tiie example 
must lay in his teachings and words, not in his personal-
ity. ' 
The Trinity Is based on tiie personality of Jesus and 
tiie effect which it ii presumed he produced upon his 
contempories. 
This confines Jesus to issues appUcable to his own 
time and circumstances. Etemal Ufe is to be found in 
spirit, not Ul word or doctrine. :ThejNew Testament wri-
ters ennumerate pruiciples lo foUow in order that man 
may become "one with Christ" centuries after his death. 
The pruiciples which Jesus stood for are tuneless and 
are applicable to all men throughout tune. 
As a doctrine, tiie Trmity is refuted by the description 
of Jesus as tiie "Last Adam" (Man) (1 Cor 15.45). 
mmml sin 
This doctrine is closely bound up with that of "Viigin 
Birth". To overcome the obstacle of the motiier of Jesus 
not herself free from the taint of original shi, a special 
doctrine was accepted on the Sth December, 1854, 
'which taught that Mary was conceived by her parents 
without original sin. This doctrine is not to be found ui 
Scripture, and the unscripturalness of the doctrine is to 
be found in (1, John 3-7,10.) 
Jesus said - "If I had not come and spoken unto them, 
they would not had sin, but now, they have no excuse 
for tiieir sin." (John 15.22) 
The doctruie of original sin has replaced the cover 
"for their suis" which Jesus took away. 
The doctrine has no foundation hi the Old Testament 
and is obvious from such texts as (Exe 18 - 4)-"AU souls 
are mine; the soul of the fatiier as weU as the soul of the 
son", V 20, 'The soul tiiat sins shall die. The Son shaU 
not suffer the iniquity ofthe fatiier, nor the father the 
iniquity of the son." 
Paul describes Jesus as the "Last Adam." (Hebrew, 
Adam; English, Man). It follows that even if Adam's sm 
was transmitted "originally" such transmission would 
automaticaUy cease with the "Last Adam". 
The Churches cannot teach tiiat Adam's sin is stUl 
being transmitted, while maintaining that Jesus is the 
"Last Adam." 
1 make tiie pomt, a point which should be obvious to 
all, that Uie Bible was not written in the English language. 
The origuial manuscripts were written in Hebrew, Ara-
maic and Greek. A discussion on errors in translation is 
a subject of its own, and I deUberately, on dealmg witii 
tiie Trinity, did not refer lo the mistranslation of John 
1 - 1 , and Uie admitted hisertion of part of 1 John 5-7, 
two "Proof Tests" supporting the Doctrine of Trinity.' 
(Read John 1 and 1 John 1 hi conjunction and let John 
interpret John). • 
The book, "teachmgs of tiie Catiiolic Church" on tiie 
subject of original sin states, "without tiie Doctrine of Or-
iginal Sin, tiie Church is a useless uicumberance and shaU 
wither away and die." This statement makes it unperat-
ive tiiat the following two paragraphs be hicluded. 
The Catholic doctrine of origmal sin is based upon 
Rom 5.12. The Vulgate (Latin) translates the last part 
ofthis verse "In Quo omnes peccaverunt", i.e., "In 
whom aU have smned." The cause of original sin bemg 
the inherited consequences of Adam's sin in the mdivi-
dual soul. It is in tills since tiie Latin text is quoted in 
the Decree of Trent. 
This is a known mistranslation and tiie correct trans-
lation of the Greek into Latin should be " In Qua ", i.e. 
"In that" or because the difference hi meaning between 
tiie two relative pronouns, transfers sin to tiie individual; 
tiie work of individual man, not uiherited from Adam. 
mmm bii^ lih 
This doctrine is the sole doctrine on which all tiie 
divided sects and denominations of Christendom are 
agreed. It h The Great Lie of a false religion masquer-
ading as Christianity. 
This doctrine, above all tiie others, conceals the fact 
tiiat the same issues and pruiciples are just as much aUve 
today as tiiey were at tiie tune of Yeshua Hanotzri. Or-
ganised Christendon has achieved on an inteUectual level 
what tiieir predecessor priests hi Jerusalem hoped to ac-' 
hieve on a physical level, - tiie complete destmction of 
tiie man and the principles h,e stood for. 
The facts are that none of the auUiorities quoted by 
Uie churches make any reference to Virgin Birth at aU 
Jesus was a normal man, dhosen by God from amon-
gst his fellows (Deut. 18:15, Acts 3:22, Psahn 89:20) 
This was tiie issue. He dW not meet with the approval 
of tiie priestly establishment. To them he was a malcon-
tent, a man who stirred up die people. The ppests desi-
red a messiah made m their own hnage and .likeness Thev 
did not want God's messiah; tiiey wanted their own -
fashioned according to tiieir own delusions of grandeur ' 
(refer Rom 1:25) 
The Church scholars have been careful not to popular, 
ise tiie facts, though they are.weU aware of them The • 
foUowing IS designed to place tiie facts before you and 
place tiie actions of Jesus and tiie priests in correct oers-
pective. , ^ . 
COMMON MISREPRESENTATIONS 
1. Isaiah predicted a virgui would conceive. 
2. The Jews expected a virgin born messiah. 
3. Matthews recorded Jesus was born of a 
vugin. 
4. Luke recorded tiiat Mary received a message 
tiiat she had been chosen to be tiie motiier of a virgui 
bom messiah. 
THE FACTS 
1. Isaiah did not predict a virgin would conceive. 
During tiie reign of Ahaz (741 - 785 BC) the kingdom 
of Judah was attacked by Bphraim and Syria. Isaiah told 
Ahaz tiiat withui a short period of tune both these coun-
tries would be destroyed (For aa account of this read 2 
Khigs 15 - 29 and 2 Kings 16-9). Isaiah said, "God is 
With" Judah hi the struggle. A chUd symbolically identi-
fied by the naive Immanual would be a visible sign, a Uv-
uig chronometer, by which the king would measure the 
years, which would see the prophecy fulfilled. (Real all 
of Isaiah 7). 
The Churches base their argument on the meaning of 
the Hebrew word' Almah' contained ui Isaiah 7 -14. 
The word Ahnah does not mean vugin and the foUow-
mg is a list of references which will clear the matter. 
Revised Standard Version: "beliold a young woman 
wUl conceive" 
Universal Jewish Ency. Article Vugin Bhth: "to trans-
late Ahnah as virgin is definitely mcorrect." 
Catholic Commentary of the Holy Saiptures: "tiie 
Hebrew word translated "virgin" is not the technical 
term "bethulah" but its practical equivalent "ahnah", 
which means a (unmarried?) maiden of marriageable 
age." 
Knox Bible: "maidshaU brought to bed of a 
man." 
Kumane E. J. D. D., L.S.S.: Book of Isaiah: It does 
not necessarUy mean "rirgin" fot which tiiere is a spec-
ial word "bethulali." 
Seventh Day Adventist Bible Commentary: "Tlie 
Hebrew Almah of haiah 7.14 may already have concieved 
and if she were yet a virgin when IsaUi spoke we would 
be then confronted with yet anotiier miraculous birth 
sunUar to tiiat of Jesus whicli would create a profound 
theological problem. Isaiah uses bethulah five times 
chap 23;4 and 12; 37,22;47.1; and 62,5; and had he . 
uitended the young woman of 7.14 to be understood as 
a virgui, , he might logically be expected to use bet-
hulah as weU." 
Robinson. T. H. M. A., D. D. Gospel of Matthew: The 
Hebrew has no Uiought of a nuraculous birth for the 
term rendered "virgin" sunply means'an adull woman 
stUl young enough to become a motiier, and is by no 
means confined to virguis." 
It was not untU 1952 that tiie admission of mistrans-
lation was made. However, approxunately 1800 years ago 
Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion endeavoured to cor-
rect the Greek mistranslation. The wheels of progress turn 
ever so slowly, especiaUy m theoiogical matters. 
The dUemma of the theologians is quite evident. Inun-
anuel was born ofa young woman, Jesus of a virgui. Yet 
tiie same prophecy and words apply to both. 
2. The Jews did not expect a virgui bom Messiah. 
AD commentators are agreed that the Jews had no ex-
pectancy of a virgm born messiah, so I sunply Ust a bibl-
eography so you can check for yourselves. 
Catholic Commentary, Art, "Luke" 
Unhrersal Jewish Ency., Art "Vugui Birtii" 
Ency. Biblica, Art "Mary". 
An Old Testament Commentaiy for 
Ei^lish Readers, EUiott C. J., D. D. Art 
"Isaiah" by Rev'E. H. Plumtre. D. D. 
3. Matthew did not record that Jesus was bom of 
a virgin. 
The suggestion that Mattiiew recorded that Jesus ful-
fiUed a prophecy that was never made, is ridiculous. The 
extant manuscript of Mattiiew are in Greek. As Mattiiew 
is the only Gospel written origmally in Hebrew, theolog-
ians'have to propose that Mattiiew in quoting Isaiah 7.14 
changed the wordsof the original prophecy, to maintain 
Virgin Birtii. 
The evidence that Matthew wrote in Hebrew, and not 
in Greek, is overwhelming and I list some references. 
Edward Gibbon. Decline and FaU ofthe Roman Em-
pire. (Vol 2, page 284) - " But tiie Hebrew Gospel of 
St Matthew is most unaccountably lost." 
Theoloigical and Honulectical Commentary on tiie 
Gospel of St Mattiiew. From tiie German of J. P. Lange, 
DD. by Rev. A. Eldersheun, Ph. D. 
".... Matthew wrote his gospel originaUy in the Hebrew 
tongue confirmed by almost all ofthe older faUiers, 
such as lranaeus,.Origen, Eusebius, Jerome and Epiphan-
ius. 
Jerome's teslunony shows conclusively that when 
Matthew recorded a second fulfilment of Isaiah 7.14, 
hi tiie birtii of Jesus, he used the same word as Isaiah 
used, young woman. Here is his testhnony. 
"Mattiiew, who is also Levi, , composed a Gospel 
in the Hebrew language and characters for the benefit 
of those of the circumcision who had believed who 
translated it into Greek is not sufficientiy ascertauied. 
In which it is to be remarked that, whenever the 
EvangaUst makes use ofthe testimonies df the Old 
Scriptures, he does not foUow the authority ofthe 
seventy translators, but of the Hebrew" (Catal Script 
Eccl). 
Matthew wrote his gospel to present Jesus' claims to 
tiie messialiship to tiie Jewish people. His gospel is tot-
ally Jewish in construction and draws liberally upon 
tiie old Scriptures. For Matthew to have changed tiie 
meaning of the word he quoted from Isaiah 7.14 would 
have brought ridicule on himself and his cause. 
4. Luke records the physical father of Jesus. 
Luke having no knowledge of the conception and 
birth of Jesus at the time it took place, being aware of 
it not because of Divine Visitation, but because he had 
traced the course ofall Ihings accurately from the first 
(1.3) nevertiieless specifies a time in which the concep-
tion took place. 
When tiie angel visited Mary, she was a virgin, but it 
is important to realise that as yet there had been no 
conception. "When eight days were fulfiUed for circum-
cisuig him, his name was called Jesus, which was so cal-
led by the angel before he was conceived in tiie womb." 
(2-21) 
The angel also made a promise to Mary that Jesus 
would be given tiie tiuone of his fatiier David, to reign 
over tiie house of Jacob forever. This throne is an earUUy 
one, and as there has been no throne in Judah since cen-
hiries B.C. tiiis promise is yet unfulfUled. The house of 
Jacob is the twelvfttribed house of Israel, and the tiirone 
of David its estabUshed monarchy. As David "is dead 
and not ascended" it cannot be a spiritual kuigdom or 
spiritual tiuone. (Acts 1-6,2.29, Matt 19 - 28,1 Cor 
IS. 22/28, Rev 3 - 21). The language of tius promise is 
double-tongued and is of tiie type which had the Jews 
misapplying their own Scripture hi the days before the 
Anointed. To admit tiiat tius portion of the angel's pro-
mises is unfuIfiUed is to admit that the promises were 
not in regard to the conception but to the Uvmg chUd. 
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"And Mary said unto the angel. How can this be 
seeuig I know not a man?" (1.34) 
To preserve tiie Churches claim of Virgui Butii, this 
statement is lo be understood as meaning that Mary 
had no carnal knowledge. 
When Mary's question.is considered in relation to an 
apparentiy simUar question asked by Zacharias al the 
time tiie same angel appeared to him - regarding the 
conception of John the Baptist, it shows in an entirely 
different lighl to tiiat generally accepted. 
(Luke 1-18,19,20) Zacharias was punished for not 
believing the angel, "because tiiou believcst not my words 
which shall be fulfilled in their season". If the meaning 
ofthe Churches is correct in Mary's statement, tiien 
Mary should have been punished just as was Zacharias. 
The fact' that she asked tiie question al all, allied with . 
the fact that she was not punished, shows that she had 
no thought other than a normal conception. It was not 
a lest of Mary's faith. 
It was commonly supposed by Jesus' contempories 
that he was the son of Joseph, (Luke 3.83, John I -34, 
45,49) and also the King of Israel. These two statements 
conceming Jestis are mutually exclusive. 
The disciples did not find it necessary for the Messiali 
to be bom of other than human parentage. Tlie answer 
is clear in Capter One of John's Gospel. A close study of 
this chapter makes it apparent Uiat none of the discipbs 
mentioned found the doctrine of virgin birth necessaiy. 
What they did not know was that Joseph was descended 
from Jeconiah (Mat 1) If they had known of Joseph's 
genealogy, tiiey would not have caUed Jesus the King of 
Israel. (No seed of Jeconiah could sit on tiie throne of 
David. Jer. 22-30) 
Mary's statement, after all the promises made by the 
angel, and her impending marriage to Joseph makes her 
statement quite clear in its meaning. 
She is not famUiar with any man who can fulfil tiie pro-
mises. (CatiioUc Commentary on tiie Holy Scriptures. 
Art Luke). Mary had obviously agreed to sometiung -
but did the angel come: (1) to instruct Mary, or (2) to 
ask permission of Mary? No one should ever make the . 
suggestion that God sent his messenger to ask permission. 
As tiiere is no other altemative, we may accept it that 
Mary received an instruction. This instruction was carried 
out, (with apparentiy everytiung to lose and nothing to 
gain) before going to visit EUzabeth. 
Mary may tiiink that the instruction possibly offends 
good taste. Those who had some choice in tiie manner of 
• their own procreation may ask "Who was Jesus' Fatiier." 
Luke states that the father of Jesus was a man otiier 
than the man his Molher married and names Heli as this 
man. (Luke 3 - 83) (Catii. Ency: Art. Genealogy). 
EPILOGUE 
Certain Jewish orUiodox sects maintain that the state 
of Israel cannot come into bemg unless the Messiali is pre-
sent. This leaves them wiUi two propositions (1) tiie state 
of Israel does not exist, or (2) the State of Israel does ex-
ist and the messiah was present when it came into being. 
When all the expectancies, conceming the appearance of 
the Messiah are coUected, it becomes evident that they 
cannot be fulfUled by (1) One Man (2) In one place 
(3) and at one tune. 
Maybe Christians are just as mistaken that the Messiah 
has not appeared more than once as the Jews are mistak-
en tiiat he has not appeared al alH! 
"He that sits in the Heavens wiU laugh. The Lord wUl 
have them hi dirision. The wiU he speak to them in his 
vwath and vix them ui his sore displeasure. For 1 have 
set my kuig upon my Holy HUl of Zion" (Psalm 2) 
Adapted by ALLEN SHAWCROSS from "The Race is Run" by 
E.P. Wlxted. 
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women and the 
catholic church 
The e ^ t year old ghrl viho asks why there can't be 
altjr ghrls and who senses tbat there is somethhig wroi% 
witii the reasons proposed by her ehlers has most lUcely 
just encountered for the fufst time that problem which 
~ if she Is a bright and somewhat religiously hicUned 
Uttie gui - will cross her consdousness many more 
times: tiie problem ofwomen and the CathoUc Church. 
The effect of such a Hrst reaUzation is hnmeasurable. If 
there b an appearance of satisfaction with the reasons 
gh e^n, necessarily inadequate because there is no adequate 
reason, this Is not to say that the effect of such an exper-
ience b not harmful, even crushing. To be considered in-
ferior because of personal defects b difflcult, but it is 
bearable if there b some hope of improvement. To be re-
jected from activities for which one b obviously suited 
because of some fictional "ontological difference" b 
crushhig because of its hopelessness and irrationality. 
The significance of such an experience cannot be con-
ceptualized or verbaUzed by an eight year old, for whom 
aft^ all, so many thuigs are mysterious, including multi-
plication tables. She can't yet suspect that what she b up 
agamst b that crude, cruel, and arrogant Ulogic which 
may be summed up m the famous Une: "AU men are eq-
ual, but some are more equal than others." 
•In this article the author borrows substantially from an essay 
which she had previously written under Uie title, Antifeminism 
in the Church," published by IDO-C (Information Documen-
tation on the Conciliar Church), no. 68-44. The document was 
translated into French, German, Spanish, and Italiaa 
Despite the mhidshruikmg effects of such condition-
uig, many today are comuig to see tiie Catiiolic Church 
as a powerful enemy of female liberation, A mountam 
of evidence can be manhaled in support of this convic-
tion. Yet it should be recognized that the situation al-
ways has been laden with ambiguity. In fact, the history 
of Christian ideology and practice concerning women 
has been a history of contradictions. In the documents 
of Scripture, church fatiiers, popes and theologians 
throughout the centuries we find an astonbhing contrast 
belween, on the one hand, the teachings concerning the 
value and dignity of tiie human person and, on the oth-
er hand, an all-pervasive mbogymsm and downgrading 
ofwomen as persons. Moreover, there has been a strange 
polarity between the glorification of Woman as a sym-
bol, often identified witii tiie person of Mary, and tiie 
underestunation of concrete existing women. The sym-
bolic glorification often has served to mask the depreci-
ation and oppression of the feminine half of the human 
species. 
It is tme that the Church b not the only cultural ui-
stitution responsible for the oppression ofwomen. More-
over, it would be unrealistic to expect that Christians 
could have been far m advance of tiieir times; it is un-
derstandable that they have always had tiie same limi-
tations as other men of their times. The irony b that 
hi Christian ideology, the stamp of divine approval has 
been put upon these limitations. The unposition of al-
ienating sexual stereotypes and roles upon human be-
ings has been justified as conformity to an immutable 
"divine plan" clearly known through revelation. 
It was not Catiiolic ideology but the industrial revo-
lution which led to femhiine emancipation. The ofilcial 
Catholic reaction m the nineteenth and twentieth cent-
uries to the movement for emancipation manifested the 
persistence of the conflict between the Christian con-
cept ofwomen as persons, made to the image of God, 
and the notion, unbcdded in tradition, tiiat they are in-
ferior, derivative beings. 
THE PROBLEM OF STEREOTYPES 
Altiiough there has been progress toward acceptance 
ofwomen as persons with rights equal to those of men, 
stereotypes concerning their supposed "nature" contm-
ue to reappear in contemporary Catiiolic writhigs. The 
"eternal feminine" symbol, which continues to recur 
Ul religious writings, stands hi stark opposition to the 
qualities of a developing, authentic person, who wfill be 
unkiue, self-critical, self-creathig, active, and seardiing. 
In contrast to these authentic personal characteristics, 
the Eternal Woman b said to have a vocation for surr-
ender and secrecy; hence the symbol of the vctt. Self-
less, she achieves not individual realization but merely 
generic fulfiUment hi motiierhood, ^ysical or spkitual. 
She is said to be timeless and conservative by nature. 
She b shrouded in "mystery," because she is not recog-
nized as a genuine human person. 
The stereotype serves to support antifemhiine bias. 
Characteristically, those who adhere to the symbol of 
the eternal feminine, accepting as normative for wom-
en the cluster of qualities hnpUed in this syrhbol, are 
opposed to any radical practical measures which will 
end sexual discrimuiation. Thus, for Gertrud von le 
Fort, the femhibt movement had a "tragic" motivation. 
CathoUc authors of recentiy published books in the 
"etemal feminme" tradition continue to oppose the 
idea ofwomen having authority or becommg "too in-
tellectualized" on the grounds that they then become 
"defeminized." Criticism of this sort is always directed 
toward those who fail to conform; never b it directed 
to the assumptions of the ideology itself. 
A striking effect of the * 'eternal feminme" ideology, 
then, is insensitivity to injustice. The dehumanizhig ef-
fects of exclusive male headship are passed over. So, too, 
the effects of inferior education and opportunity are ig-
nored, while emigy b expended hi describing the hnag-
hied evib of equality. It b particularly ironic, therefore, 
that the Church, which should be leadhig the way in mat 
ters of social justice, should be perpetuating this pattern 
of thmkuig and consequent behaviour. 
The complexity of the problem b indicated by the 
fact that many women themselves seem to justify msen-
sitivity to the' 'femmme problem". Some of them have 
been ardent promoters of tiie' 'eternal femmine" (Ger-
trud voii le Fort, Ida Gorres, PhyUis McGhiley). More hn-
portant perhpas, the majority of women have never pro-
tested their relegation, in theory, and ui social fact, to 
subhuman categories. This can only be understood when 
it b recogiiized that tiiere are psychological mechanisms 
at work here which are profoundly damagmg to the cap-
acity for self-undcrstandhig, for creative activity, and for 
sensitivity to one's own predicament and that of others. 
Help Ul understanding the situation of women comes 
from the psychoanalytic theory of repression ahd projec-
tion. Since certain feelhigs and attitudes are not permit-
ted by society to have expression (at least not by the 
superior or mlhig caste), tiiese are often projected to dis-
advantaged persons or whole groups. Thus, tiie Jews in 
Germany and Negroes hi the United States and South 
Africa have served as receptacles for the repressed prob-
lems of die majority in tiiose societies. 
This, of course, requires the corresponding mechanbm 
of introjection, by which the "hiferior" accepts tiie role 
unposed upon hhn. Just as a Negro chiki actually becom-
es die "lazy nigger" which tiic white citizens want him 
to be, so also do giris accept a Ihnitmg and stunthig role 
for themselves m a society which expects this of tiiem. 
This whole process of "role psydiology" or self-fulfillmg 
prophecy involves a vicious chcle. Suice the members of 
an oppressed or mmority group do m fact become mfer-
ior in just the way society desires, the prejudice b reuifor-
ced. They appear to be Uving evidence that tiie stereotype 
b grounded in "nature". 
There can be no doubt about the harmfulness of the 
mechanbms we have described. Just as this is true in the 
case of racial discrimuiation, so it is also true hi the case 
of sexual dbcrhnuiation. Recent empirical psychological 
studies confirm the hnpression that tiie effects of self-ful-
fiUing prophecy upon giris are subtly destructive. The im-
position of passive seU"-hnages can seriously hinder intell-
ectual creativity. Moreover, there is evidence both from 
sociological research and from psychoanalysb that the 
unposition of the feminine mystkiue b profoundly dam-
agmg to the man-woman relationsiiip. 
DIVINE APPROVAL 
It b important to give particular attention to thb phe-
nomenon as it manifests itself within the context ofthe 
Church, where the problematic b quite special. Let it be 
granted that the fallacies which are both cause and effect 
of the "eternal feminme" are by no means peculiar to 
CathoUc apologetes. They are promment in the myths of 
advertisers, m the theories of some educators and of doc-
trinahe Freudian psychologists, and in the operative phil-
osophy of the editors of most women's magazuies. How-
ever, there b a special problem when this surrounds itself 
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with an aura of alleged divine approval. Often, for exam-
ple, such terminology as "God's plan" or "Mary the mod-
el ofall women" b used to support claims about women 
and the man-woman relationship for which there b no 
. conclusive argument. Catholics have been very suscepti-
ble to this kind of mystification, particulariy because of 
indoctrination in an underdeveloped theology, and be-
cause of static and traditionalist notions of faith and re- -
velation. ' 
The Church cleariy has the duty to free human beings 
from bondage to hifanfile unages of the self and the 
species. Although the "chains" of sexual prejudice are 
invisible and psychological, their coercive strength b 
nonetheless real. In view ofthe psychological and socio-
logical data now at our disposal, it is meaningless to sup-
port the * 'eternal feminine" on the basis that many 
people, uicluding many women, are satisfied with it in 
theory and in practice. Not least among tiie demonic 
aspects of sexual discrhnination b tiie blindness which 
it brings about. 
By sexual discrunination the Church has been woun-
ded in its stmctures, for it has deprived itself of the 
gifts and insights of more than half its members. It has 
been grievously hurt in its members of both sexes, for 
in a society which welcomes and fosters prejudice, not 
only is the human potential of tiic subject group restric-
ted but the superordinate group also becomes warped 
in the process. A radical change of thought and of atmos-
phere b needed botii iri tiieory and in practice. 
NOT NEEDED: A "THEOLOGY OF WOMAN" 
It is most important that breadth of vision be sustai-
ned in our attempts to purify religious thought of its 
ancient antifeminuie bias. In order that a radical reform 
can be achieved, it is necessary to opt for a definite re-
jection of that approach wliich is suggested by the expres-
sion "theology of woman". What is implied in this ap-
proach is the faUacious assumption that' Voman" b a 
distinct species that can be understood apart from the 
other sex. It is based upon the unproved supposition 
that there is an innate psychological comnlementarity. 
Attempts to develop a "theology of woman" are inevit 
ably disastrous because they naively assume the sex im-
ages ofa patriarchal culture infaUibly correspond to "na-
ture" and to God's wiH. 
The prejudice implied in this type of thinking becom-
es evident when one tries to state the corresponding for-
mula: "theology of man (male)." It b significant that 
whereas the idea of a' theology of woman is often pro-
posed few would seriously suggest that there sliould be 
a "theology of man." Since men have been seen as hav-
ing the fullness of human nature, they do not appear to 
pose a special problem. By contrast, women, who have 
not yet achieved this status, are looked upon as "mys-
terious". Because ofits assumptions, a "theology of wo-
man" helps to perpetuate the tend support to tiiis andro-
centric situation. Since it places tiie sexual differentiation 
above personhood, it contains a built-m distortion. More-
over, it assumes that one sex canbe understood apart 
from the other, as if it were a complete "essence" - and 
thus the problematic of sexuality itself is misconstrued. In 
fact, the sexual differentiation can be understood only 
' within the categoiy of relation. Men and women as they 
are, are the products of complex social relaions in an on-
gomg historical process. 
The dynamics of human personality and social relat-
, ionship need to be studied from a radically evolutionary 
pomt of view. Ratiier than a "theology of woman", we 
need to see develop an analysb of the man-woman re-
lationship which rejects as alienating to both men and 
women the idea of a sexual hierarchy founded upon 
, "nature" and defined once and for all. This much need-
ed analysb will recognize that the relationship between 
the sexes is subject -• to evolutionary change, that its 
forms must vary according to the conditions of diverse 
, historical periods and according to individual differen-
ces. Any conception of' 'tiie common good" which 
would diminish the potential of one sex for the sake of 
the other will be excluded from such an analysis. Instead 
it will stress personal liberty and growth, which must 
be seen not as opposed to, but as essential to, love and 
commitment. It wiU reject the old obsession with sex 
roles, hi order to focus upon the problems of persons 
, m relation to others. It wiU strive for authenticity, re-
cognizhig the ambiguity of concrete reality, which can-
not be contained in abstractions. 
Unfortunately, however, the social environment of 
the theologian can present formidable obstacles to the 
eradication of androcentric bias hi his though processes. 
The ancient prejudices could not persist hi doctruie if 
they were not given support and apparent justification 
by the actual condition ofwomen both witiiin the Church 
itself and in the secular milieu. Just as a regressive tiieo-
logy serves to justify and perpetuate harmful social coii-
, ditions, so abo such conditions hi ecclesiastical and civil 
sodety prevent ti^e khid of insight which would lead to 
the construction of a dynamic and Uberating theological 
anthropology. It is hnportant that we turn our attention 
I to the problem of changhig tiiese conditions. 
THE ISSUE OFWOMEN PRIESTS 
The whole problem of this situation of women in the 
Church comes to focus m the question ofwomen priests. 
Far from being a peripheral issue, their ekclusion from 
the official minbtry refiects and symbolizes the deep dis-
tortion which is present on all levels of the man-woman 
relationship hi the Church. What b at stake here b notii-
uig less than the character and quality of this relationship 
Ul the Church of the future. As long as qualified persons 
are excluded from any minbtry by reason of their sex al-
one, it cannot be said that there is genuine equality of 
men and women hi the church. It b senseless to point to 
the rismg position of tiie laity in the Church and argue that 
women are therefore attauihig equaUty. So long as the 
Church mamtains a significant distinction between hier-
archy and laity, the exclusion ofwomen from the hier-
archy is a radical affirmation of their inferior position 
among the people of God. By thb exclusion tiie Church 
b saying that the sexual differentiation is - for one sex 
- a crippling defect which no personal qualities of mtel-
ligence, character, or leadership can overcome; in fact, 
by this pohcy it is effectively teaching that wonien are 
not fuUy human and conditioning people to accept this -
as unchangeable fact. 
Of ten those who argue that the question ofwomen 
priests has surfaced prematurely are projecting feelings 
of resistance within themselves. Often, too, the argument 
that it is "too soon" b rooted in the belief tliat this is a 
peripheral and even a trivial bsue, having little to do with 
the real problems of men and women. This reveals a nar-
rowness of vbion. It betrays ignorance of the fact that ex-
clusion ofwomen from the hierarchy not only reflects 
but serves to perpetuate a restrictive style of man-woman 
relationship because of what it says symbolicaUy about 
that relationship. It b not a question primarily of whether 
wonien clergy are needed to fill out the ranks, nor of any 
"special talents" they might bring. Rather, the problem 
we arc dealing with is the problem of the liberation of 
human beings from a conditioning which is disastrous. 
At the opposite pole from the position we liave just 
analysed is the attitude which supposes that the ordina-
tion of wonien will be a panacea for the problem of ecc-
lesiastical niisogynbm. The experience of Protestant Chu-
rches which have ordained women should help to remove 
this delusion, for it has revealed that their ordination does 
not guarantee the eradication of dbcriminatory attitud-
es and practices. The problems involved iji relations be-
tween the sexes ara deep and complex. Advances hi par-
ticular areas ofthe social organbm will not be very ef-
fective in the long run unless they are accompanied and 
supported by over-all social developments. 
EVOLVING CHURCH STRUCTURES 
AND THE MAN-WOMAN RELATIONSHIP 
We should realise then tiiat the problem of women's 
situation in tiie Church b mtricately bound up with the 
. whole problem of changing structures. It would be fool-
bh to become fixated upon presently exbting forms of 
Church life, since ^ lich that we now associate with "the 
Church" b doomed'to disappear. On the other hand, an 
attitude of quietism b not desirable either. If one is con-
cerned about problems of injustice, it is not enough sim-
ply to "wait and see" what will happen! It is important 
to work within the given situation, to correct unbalance 
in present structures as much as possible, while at the 
same time thinking and working creatively in tiie dhect-
ion of future developments. Thus, for example, the ex-
clusion of girb from serving Mass in parisli churches 
should be protested, despite the fact that the practice of 
having Mass servers already seems a quaint anachronism. 
U would be foolish to lose too much energy on this is- • 
sue, in view of the whole spectrum of truly radical change 
takuig place. Yet, for as long as the practice continues, 
there is injustice in sexual discrimination on this plane, 
and uideed the act of protestmg this may contribute to 
the whole climate of questioning and re-thinking which 
b necessary for more radical changes. The same reason-
mg b applicable to the question ofwomen priests. 
An already widespread consciousness of the fact tiiat 
radical transformations must take place hi the Church is 
indeed one reason for the lack of concern among some 
Uberal thinkers about the bsue ofwomen in the hierar-
chy. The very existance ofa hierarchy seems Uke a dead 
remnant of an earlier stage of human evolution. Class 
distinctions of the past which were expressed in hierarc-
hical patterns of society - distinctions which lasted for 
thousands of years - have lately faded away. The struc-
tures of the Church which reflected this hierarchical vi-
sion of the world still remahi, but modern man tends to 
experience them as either suffocatmg or irrelevant. For 
this reason some see the question ofwomen priests as al-
ready anaclironistic, a kuid of clhiging to the past. At 
the same thne, many experience an anxiety about the 
half-recognized fact of the disappearing of hierarchical 
stmctures. This iswhy the women priests issue some-
thnes evokes violent and irrational responses. 
It b hnportant tiien, when tiiinking ofthe problem 
ofwomen hi the ministry to be aware that the whole 
idea of priesthood is shifting radically. Modern theolog-
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ians, recognizing that the idea of a separate and superior 
priestly caste is no longer viable, have stresiscd the fact 
that the clergy exist in order to serve, and not to' accu- ' 
mulate prestige and honors. Indeed, the yicient notion 
of the priest as a "sacred person" art gbject of venera-
tion, is coming to be seen as both miacceptablc and 
harmful - unacceptable to the mature, hamiful to those 
who have been held back hi a state of psychic infantilism 
because of it. The priest is coming*to be seen as a pres-
ence in the world ratiicr than overseer, as brother rather 
tiian father. The shift b toward democratization. 
The-Church ofthe future may be envisioned as a 
community based upon "charismatic ministries". In or-
der that it be transformed into, a more adequately hum-
an social order there wiU have to be a continuing devel-
opment away from symbolic roles identified With fixed 
states of life, toward functional roles freely assumed on 
the basis of personal qualifications and talents. Such a 
development in the direction of democratization and spe-
ciahzation will offer hope for realization of a higher level 
of dialogue and cooperation between men and women. 
Wc are witnessing the beginning of this already. 
It must be acknowledged that there are many who do 
not share tius hope. Viewing the Church as basically ir-
relevant, they argue that those who are concerned with 
the problem of the eradication of sexual discrimination 
should concentrate their energies upon the secular mil-
ieu rather than upon the Church. It b argued that if 
truly equal educational, professional, and political opp-
ortunities are offered to women in tiie secular milieu, 
and if the mystique of the "eternal feminine" can be 
eradicated from other cultural institutions, the Church 
cannot do too much harm and eventually wili be for-
ced lo change. 
Thb objection has to be taken seriously. It may well 
be that it is in some ways more important to give atten-
tion to structures other than those of the Church hsclf. 
But there b more involved than a problem of priorities. 
In the end, we come to the question: Is the Church as 
such worth bothering about? A clear and unambiguous 
answer cannot be given to this. There is a demonic as-
pect to the Church's structures, but there are also signs 
of hope that its negative, life-destroying elements can be 
transformed. They will not be transformed, however, 
without the cooperation of men and women. Insofar 
as the Church diminishes the possibility for this coop-
eration by crushing the potentiality ofwomen, it dun-
inishes and warps its own life. Since the Church is a 
powerful cultural institution this warping process af-
fects - and infects - the whole of society. It affects 
millions who do not personally identify themselves 
with the institutional Church. For this reason it should 
be a major focus of concern for all who are committed 
to the female liberation movement. 
from Sisterhood is Powerful, Robin Morgan (Ed) 
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A GAY CHRISTIAN 
IS A CONTRADICTION IN TERMS 
A Treatbe on the mental 
Believuig Homosexuals. 
and sphritual gymnastics of 
Christianity b a little like peanut-butter and jam san-
dwiches. You either like it or you don't. I don't. 
Chrbtianity, I think, began to break down when peo-
ple started applying logic to the Bible. Because it is pre-
sented as the Ultimate Cosmic Truth, the Bible cannot 
withstand the suggestion that some of it might be wrong 
Once a believij^ g Christian decides he doesn't go aiong 
with one particularly dense part - like Adam and Eve, 
or the bit on women menstruatuig - all the rest has to 
be called into question. The edifice begins, impercepti-
bly, to crumble. 
And a good thhig too. The bible b not, of course, 
the ultimate cosmic truth or anything like it, merely a 
very interesting and revealing historical document not 
meant to be taken seriously by people in the last quar-
ter of the twentieth century. It is demonstrably impos-
sible for anyone to be a Chrbtian, and a humanitarian, 
without engaguig hi severe logical contortions. Christi-
anity, like aU religion, supports the status quo of the 
society which produced it: the severe Mosaic law may 
have bfien appropriate for a group of tribes lost in the 
desert three thousand years ago; but that's them, not 
us. 
How much, for instance, does this quotation apply 
to our world? It's from Leviticus, the source of classi-
cal Jewish and Chrbtian law: 
You slwll not approach a woman to have intercour-
se with her during her period of menstruation. You 
sliall not have intercourse with the wife of your 
fellowf-countryman and so make yourself unclean 
with her. You shall not surrender any of your child-
ren to Molech and thus profane the name of your 
God: lam the Lord. You shall not lie with a man 
as with a woman: that is an abomination. 
And you didn't even know who Molech was, did you? 
Yet there were people - they are called Christians, 
remember that word - who say the bible should guide 
your daily conduct. If they deny that these sections 
apply, they have no basb in theh religion for doing so. 
Christianity is an agent of reactionary capitalism U 
reinforces the code of weaUhy, powerful males to the 
detriment of aU the groups which have always been op-
pressed: the poor, women, homosexuals, and so on. In 
practical terms, both Jesus and Paul were intent on not 
rocking the social and pohtical boat: tiiey made sure 
that the old Law was kept pretty well intact. Even slav-
ery, the main support of the cruel, capitalist, and imper-
ialbt Roman system, was propped up by Jesus and Paul, 
with no apparent appreciation of the human degradat-
ion involved in a system of slavery: 
Slaves, obey your nmsters, said Paul, in hb letter to 
the Ephesians, with fear and trembling, single-mindedly, 
as serving Christ. Do not offer merely the outward show 
of service, to curry favour with men, but, as slaves of 
Christ, do whole-heartedly the will of God. 
Render unto Caesar the things tlmt are Caesar's and 
unto God the things that are God's, said Jesus, effectively 
defusing a potentially revolutionary and liberatuig situa-
tion. Historically, Jesus and Paul were effective oppon-
ents ofa movement for liberation, the Zealots, which 
have a close modern parallel in the Communbt arm-
ies of liberation. Jesus used his power to defeat the 
Zealots and to prop up an unjust system just as lib in-
heritors arc propphig up the inheritors of tbat system. 
Pilate didn't see what an ally he had. 
Wives, be subject to your husbands as.to the Lord; 
for the man is the head of the woman, just as Girist is 
the head of the Qnirch. Oirist, is, indeed, the Saviour 
ofthe body; but just as the church is subject to Christ, 
so much women be to their husbands in everything. 
Paul agam. Now it could just be that a few uppity 
women might take issue with St Paul on that topic. 
One can only speculate about the state of mind of 
religious groups which support women's and gay liber-
ation; could there be some Orwellian doublethink invol-
ved? 
Surely you know that the unjust will never come in-
to possession of the kingdom of God, thunders Paul 
with the brimstone comuig out of his ears. Make no mis-
take: no fornicator or idolater, none who are guilty eit-
her of adultery or of homosexual perversion, no thieves 
or grabbers or drunkards or slanderers or swindlers, will 
possess the Kingdom of God. Such were some of you. 
But you liave been through the purifying waters; you 
have been dedicated to God and justified through the 
name ofthe Lord J ems and the Spirit of Our God. 
It sounds almost like a sociology course on crune 
and deviance. But whafshould all this mean to the mod-
ern committed Christian? A standard hiterpretation b 
from a Scottish Presbyterian minbter and theologian, 
WiUiam Barclay: 
"We have left the most unnatural sin to the end -
there were those who were homosexuals [his itaUcs]. 
This was the sin which had swept Uke a cancer through 
Greek life and which, from Greece, invaded Rome. We 
can scarcely realise how riddled the ancient worid was 
with it. Even so great a man as Socrates practised it; 
Plato's dialogue "The Symposium" is always said to be 
one of the greatest works on love in the world, but its 
subject is not natural but unnatural love. Fourteen out 
ofthe first fifteen Roman emperors practised unnatural 
vice. At thb very time Nero was emperor. He had taken 
a boy called Sporus and had had him castrated. He had 
then married him with a full marriage ceremony and 
took him home in procession to his palace and lived with 
him as wife. Witii an uicredible viciousness Nero had hhn-
self married a man called Pythagoras and called him his 
husband. When Nero was elunmated and Otiio came to 
the throne one of the first things he did was to take pos-
session of Sporus. Much later than this, the Emperor Had-
rian's name is forever associated with a Bithynian youth 
caUed Antinous. He lived with him inseparably, and when 
he died he deified hun and covered the world with his 
statues and immortalised his sin by calling a star after him. 
In this particular vice in the time of the Early Church 
the world was lost to shame; and there can be little doubt 
that that was one of the main causes of its degeneracy 
and the final collapse ofits civilisation." 
This b Christianity in its traditional face. There are 
other Chrbtians who do not believe these things - or, 
rather, who pretend they do not exbt and who choose 
to believe that theirs is a benevolent God. If the words 
of WiUiam Barclay and of Paul seem ludicrous, it is be-
cause Christianity b out of date. We've all learnt to live 
a little since then. We can do without the fire and the 
brimstone and the guilt. 
We should not put down too much the people who 
are Christian and who reject some of the viciousness and 
savagery of their religion; perhaps they belong to us rat-
her than to Them. But one cannot in that case regard 
them as being representative of Christianity, or of other 
Christians. 
Garry D. Toddam 
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A wide range of Sansui audio producu is displayed tn the Union Caiculator Shop 
Enquire now for the most competitive prices availabic in Quecnsland 
Immediate delivery on most lines 
Ifire purchase terms available on request 
AU2200 
AII-IC In tegrated Stereo Amplif ier, 10 Wat t t x 2 RMS 
Outstanding musicality thanks to advanced all-JCcircuitry. Phono 
equalizer features wide dynamic range. Click-Stop, A/B speaker 
selection, CR-type high filter, wide source selection. Accuracy is 
the keynote of this super-clean, modestly-priced amp. 
SPEQIFICATIONS 
MuilcPowarllHF) SOW (40) 
Continuout Pow«r 8Q (T.H.D. 0,8X1 
(40 to 20,000H2> 10WX2 
Power Bendwidth (IHF) 30-22,OOOHz 
Hum end Noiis (IHFI 7SdB 
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AU Series Integrated Stereo Ampl i f ier , 32 W a t t s x 2 RMS 
Same advanced technology as AU-7700/6600. OCL pure compJ 
all-stage direct-coupled power amp for lowest distrotion. Triple 
Tone Controls, filters, source and tape mon/dub and other, features 
all pro-class. Rear-panel layout new and convenient. Matches TU 
series tuners. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Muilc Power (IKF) 130W(4Q) 
Contlnuou* Power 80 (T.H.D. O.ISX) 
(20 to 20.000HI) 32WX2 
Power Bandwidth (IHF) 5-30,OOOHz 
Hum and Nolle 85dB 
The Union Calculator Shop and the Union Agency will 
allow a special discount of 4% oft the price of any 
goods totalling more than $100 as a single purchase 
made with your taxation refund cheque as full or part 
payment before 30th September 1975 
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Extremely good musicality from a low-cost system. Like larger 
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looks. 
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Programming: 
Program miiing capability • Single 
step execution or inspection of a . 
program • Pause (lo display 
intermediate result) • Program editing 
capability* 8 relationallests:A;<>', 
x^y, x*y, x=y,x<o, Jc>o, J/^O. X^O 
• Conditional brancfiing • Direct 
brandling 
Keyboard commands: 
Jrigonometdc lunctions: 3 angular 
modes (degrees, radians, grads) • Sin x 
• Arc sin x • Cos x • Arc cos x • Tan x 
• Arc tan x • Rectangular coordinates 
<-> Polar coordinates • Decimal angle 
(time) «-* Angle in degrees (hours)/ 
minutes/seconds 
Logarithmic lunctions: Log x • Ln x • 
e**10^  
Statistical lunctions: Mean and 
standard deviation • Positive and 
negative summation giving n, 2x, zx^ 
ly , i:xy 
Other lunctions: Integer (gives only 
integer portion of number) • Fraction 
(gives only hacWonal portion of 
number) • Absolute (gives absolute 
value of x) • y" • N'X • 1 /x • "J!^  • x2 • % 
• Register arithmetic in all 8 address-
able registers* Addition, subtraction, 
multiplication or division in serial, 
mixed serial, chain or mixed chain 
calculations 
Data storage and positioning oper-
ations: Data entry • Stack roll down • 
x.y interchange • Data storage • Data 
recall • Change sign • Enter exponent 
Memory: 
4-registef stack • "Last x" register • 8 
addressable registers • Program 
memory for storage of up lo 49 steps 
Light>emltting diode display: 
Displays up to 10 significant digits, 8 
plus two-digit exponent in scientific 
and engineering notation, and appro-
priate signs. Tfiree selectable display 
modes; fixed point (w/ith automatic 
overflovi/ and underflow into scien-
tific), engineering and scientific, with 
dynamic range of 10" to 10-as. Auto-
matic decimalpoint positioning. 
Selective round-off; range 0-10 digits 
in fixed point; 0-8 digits in scientific; 
0-8 in engineering notation. "Error" 
appearing in display indicates im-
proper operation; low battery 
indicator. 
General specifications: 
Operates on fast-charge battery pack 
or AC. (Battery recharges in 6-17 
hours.) Tactile feedback keyboard. 
Polyefhelene liquid-barrier shield 
under keyboard. Compact case of 
high-impact plastic with recessed 
display. Recessed recharger/AC plug 
receptacle. Solid state electronics. 
Operating specifications: 
Power: 
AC: 230 V, ±10%, 50 to60 Hz. 
5 watts. Battery: SOOJTIW derived from 
nickel-cadmium rechargeable battery 
pack. 
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The HP-25 continues the 
Hewlett*Paclord traditton of 
quality and innovative 
features, backed up by prompt 
world-wide service. 
Ever since 1939, Hewlett-Packard has 
been a leading designer and manu-
facturer of special-purpose electronic 
equipment for measurement and 
computation. 
Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators 
have become Ihe standard of excel-
lence in the industry, and more than 
1,000,000 are in use throughout the 
v,forld. 
This excellence is achieved via 
advanced technology... final 
assembly in HP's own facilities.,, 
and thorough testing-not only.for 
mechanical operation, but for accur-
acy in computation. 
Fuii one-year warranty 
The HP-25 is warranted against 
defects in materials and workmanship 
for one year from the date of delivery. 
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Programmable Calculator The Union Calculator Shop and the Union Agency will allow a special discount of 4% off the price of any 
goods totalling more than $100 as a single purchase 
made with your taxation retund cheque as full or part 
payment beforo 30th September 1975 
Included at no extra charge 
HP'25 Applications Programs Boole to help you get the most out of your HP-25 
These HP-25 Applications Programs-54 in "all—have been drawn from the varied areas of algebra and 
number theory, trigonometry and analytical geometry, numerical methods, statistics, finance, surveying, 
navigation, and games. Each program is furnished with a full explanation which includes a description of the 
problem, any pertinent equations, a list of keystrokes to be entered into program memory, a set of instructions 
for running the program, and an example or Iwo, with solutions. To use Ihese programs does not require 
any proficiency in programming. 
The first program in each chapter contains, in addition to Ihe usual explanations, a more detailed 
descriplfof! ol the problem, a commented fist of the program keystrokes wilh a step-by-slep tracing ol Ihe 
contents of the stack registers, and a list of the keystrokes required to solve the example problem. Whenever 
an interesting programming technique is used in one of these programs, it is described in a short section-
headed "Programming Remarks." 
Thus, whether your interest lies in solving a particular problem in a specific area, or in learnirig more 
about Ihe programming power of your calculator, this book will help you get Ihe most from your HP-25. 
It comes with your HP-25. 
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Internal; Ext 394 or 6443. | 
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aus travel 
A.U.S. STUDENT TRAVEL 
A.U.S. Travel is a service department ofthe 
Australian Union of Students. It was not 
established just to meet the demands of stud-
ents to travel overseas. Rather, by travelling 
you not only gain a personal experience that 
is invaluable but through contact with other 
people and other cultures you can help pro-
mote understanding between various count-
ries and people. 
This sort of "cultural exchange" cannot be 
gained from the inside ofa Hilton or riding 
m a taxi. So, A.U.S, Travel has attempted, 
wherever possible, to provide a range of ser- ' 
vices such as accommodation and tours in con-
junction with the local student travel organ-
isation. 
A.U.S. Travel attempts to give as wide as 
possible a service as well as the cheapest 
flights and cruisesyear round to most contin-
ents of the world. 
What exactly is available for cheap travel for 
students? Here's a list of what can be done 
domestically or internationally: 
DOMESTIC TRAVEL 
AIR: 25% off on both airlines (including Timor 
and New Guinea). If going off peak an extra 
15% discount is available(o/jfpea^* meaiTs a 
return fare on Saturday, Monday or Tuesday 
after 1.30 p.m.)'. 
Concession Cards needed • pick them up at the 
Admin. 
Special Requirements - Under 26 and a full-time 
student. 
STOP PRESS 
All holders of the Australian Student Card may 
now obtain the 25% from T.A.A, without a 
concession card, provided they buy their ticket 
from an A.U.S. Travel Office. 
BUS: Pioneer, Greyhound and Cobb&Co. give 
20% off on the production ofa student card. 
Skennarsgive I07ooff. 
RAIL: Very good - always the cheapest! 
A 50% discount is available to all full-time 
students - obtain your concession card from 
the railways office. 
mat's about it domestically, although there are 
special excursions, etc. - see the A.U.S Travel 
Programme (just out). 
FOR INFORMATION on travel, contact your 
A.U.S. Secretary (C/- Union Office) or the A.U.S 
Travel office at either the University ofQueensland 
or Carlton Travel, M.L.C. Building, Cnr. Edward 
and Adelaide Streets, Brisbane. 
A.H.o/iir^a'^'n^ 
Wednesday 
6th August 
lunchtime 
Forum Area 
INTERNATIONAL 
AU.S. members (including part-time and older 
students) can travel with A.U.S. overseas C/H™^ 
the year and at the end of the year. 
Before flying A.U.S. members should have an 
Australian Student Card. This card proves you're 
a member- il's a requirerDent on all A.U.S. fljgliis. 
Your Australian Student Card is free and can be 
obtained from the UnioaOffice. 
Included in this year's summer programme are a 
number of departures from Brisbane. There are 
also many ex Brisbane through-year-flights. Here 
are some examples of what's offered: 
Brisbane/London/Brisbane - $760 return - 8 
dparture dates, 7 return dates 
Brisbane/Auckland/Brisbane - S77.50 each way -
4 departure dates, 5 return dates. 
Brisbane/Kuala Lumpur/Brisbane - S205 each way 
11 departure dates, 8 retum dates. 
A.U.S. travel offers its members the maximum in 
flexibility in departure and return dates. There 
are also frequent flights to Bangkok, Calcutta. 
Hong Kong, Kathmandu, Singapore, Copenhagen 
and Zurich. 
From Sydney an even greater variety of destinations • 
is possible, c.g. Sydney/San Francisco/Sydney (S595). 
Economical tours are also offered, for example 14 
day tour of Malaysia - S120.; 16 day tour across 
Borneo - $130; 14 day tour of Thailand and Laos -
$100. Tours are also offered in Europe and New 
Zealand. 
FOR FULL DETAILS CONSULT YOUR COPY 
OF THE A.U.S. STUDENT TRAVEL PROGRAMME 
AVAILABLE FROM THE UNION OFFICE! 
free goodies 
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Pocketsize CZ8125 Pocket-size CZ0111 
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E\3 1 8 "{ 6 5 3. 
Basic 
log tng 
functions 
scientific 
notation 
exponential 
, function' 
function keys 
beaut 
low price 
L09g/Anti 
Log iQ Anti 
LoQioMOX 
function keys 
parenthesis 
Fully- • 
addressable 
; memory 
and store 
large c/earc/iy toy 
Available at The Union Calculator Shop 
NoyiK digitaE timepieces. 
Novus timepieces are elegant where It counts. In design, function, 
and accuracy that comes within a r^iinute a year of being absolute 
Their prices, however, are a lot closer to modest. The reason? Novus 
technology. A technology that has created the first moderately priced, 
totally dependable quartz-crystal, LED display, electronic timepiece. 
A timepiece wilh styling that may very well create a new tradition. 
And a timepiece that is as affordable as it is practical. 
Solid-Stale Reliabillly. 
The heart of the Novus digital timepiece is a miniature solid-state 
"computer." Unlike conventional mechanical watches, the solid-state 
Novus has no springs. No wheels or pinions. No gears, levers or even 
hands. Or anything else that moves or.could wear out. 
Quartz-Crystal Accuracy. 
A tiny encapsulated quartz crystal, powered by two inexpensive power cells, 
provides the precise oscillation frequency (32,768 per second) that gives the 
Novus its Incredible accuracy— an average of plus or minus 60 seconds 
annually, 
LED Display. 
Accurate time information is displayed on a bright LED (light emitting diode) 
display in hours, minules and seconds, on your command. Unlike other digital 
displays which only reflect light, the LED display emits lighl. This means the 
Novus timepiece Is easily read under most lighting condiiions. The exception-
ally durable LED display will operate in a much wider temperature range, 
and typically has a greater operational life span than olher available displays. 
^ii%jai2ki«bV3. 
V 
^^ 
Exponential 
function 
scienlific 
notation 
Bs-t-y 
Base metal circular yellow gold-
plated bezel, stainless steel back. 
Tan suede leather bracelet 
Usually $146 - Gale Shop $120 
GR1-2W-1S-0 as illustrated 
Base metal, white Niesen-plated bezel, 
stainless steel baclc. Stainless steel link 
bracelet with fold-over.buckle easily 
adjustable. 
Usually $178 - Calc. Shop $145 
GR1-2Y-1P.0 as .illustrated 
Base metal, 5 mic. yellow gold plated 
, bezel,stainlessst^l back. Yellow 
goU-plated stainless steel bracelet, 
foW-over buckle, easily adjustable. 
Usually $203 - Calc, Shop $165 
Tal 70 9817 or 71 1611 
Internal; Ext 394 or 6443 UNION CALJCULAFOR SHOP 
• f f l i h f C " .<• 
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NO LONGER A WHITE 
ELEPHANT 
While the Schonell is no longer losing the 520,000 
it lost last year, it has failed to achieve the status ofa 
goldmine. It is currently making small but consistant 
profit. HopefuUy the profits made in the second half. 
' ofthis year will offset tlie losses made in the earlier part 
of the year; 
Not surprisingly majiy people assume that because 
the Schonell has many full houses, the theatre must be 
rolling in money. 
Sadly, it is not, for the following reasons. First ofall, 
the enormous overheads of the theatre. No other theatre 
in Brisbane cost so much for so few seats. When the the-
atre was built, it was done on luxury basis with 16 and 
35 mm projection facilities, live facilities, rehearsal rooms 
a huge foyer, expensive carpeting and so on. Thus we 
, have the running costs of both a live theatre and a cin-
ema. Secondly, contrary to popular belief, film distribut-
ors liire films not on a fiat hire but on a percentage. Fur-
'thermore, as the box office increases, the actual percen-
tage itself also increases. Thus the Schonell will never be , 
a big profit earner. 
Regardless of the finances however, for the first time, 
the Schonell is a genuinely interesting and inoyatlhg the^ 
atre. It is flattering to recently observe some of diir com-
petitors adopting a similar varied filmicrfiehing policy, .f^  
^ When we were first employedj%Veay^^.alaige .-^li 
number of changes would be made.;'Tiiiese'naye now laf-"^ ' 
gely been accomplished. As a result of this the Schonell 
is attracting a larger number of tlie general public than 
, before, our advertising has greatly impiroved and news-
paper ads are now easy to locate as is the theatre itself. 
The theatre's foyer is being utilised to exhibit everything 
from photographic displays to sculpture. 
SEATS 
We know many of you fmd them uncomfortable but 
' our financial situation is such that there is little we can 
do except sympathise. At least there is plenty of leg room. 
MOVIES 
Our basic programmes are as follows. Wednesday to 
Saturday - Ist Release Art Cinema. Sunday, Monday 
and Tuesday - Contemporary Cinema. Mondays and 
Tuesdays - American Film Theatre. Mondays to Thurs-
jdays 1 pni and 3 pm - Matinees. Fridays at 11.15 pm 
Late Shows. Saturdays at 2 pm - Performing Arts 
matinees to be followed by a 3 month Vint 
Series. 
1 ST RELEASE ART CINEMA ,g^fe: 
other week's Warhol double and Rebel Without a Cause 
and Jimi Hendrix will be followed next semester with 
similar. Sorry we can't tell you titles now, because at 
the rate other cinemas are copying our programmes, we 
are unwilling to give them a chance to beat us. 
We are pleased to note the success of the Performing 
Arts Matiijees. It is our intention to screen alternate 
three,jn^tltb seasons of P.A. films and Vintage Classics. 
IncIira'edMthe coi|ijng Vintage Classics series are San 
the ace Classic .< • • • Francisc^ll^^e ana,mjudice, Camille, Singing in 
\%mcm h'^^^ 
Starting with Day for Night a n d | ^ 6 ^ ^ | y ^ c o r t l , . B < % t surorisinElv there has 
dlands and Sacco and Vangette0^|re vemfeased ^ ^^  ^°^ surprismgiy mere has 
. . . . . . . >v.!^ • .^>.- ,1'iA ranks over our mcreased DHCi 
Ba ; . , , . ,..^ _ 
that OUI 'quality only' ^^^U^$3^^ ^^W^j^^^'^-^^SM^^ 
received. We are equally(j^^^^^t;iW^beo^me^eScnt-
lal to arrive early forourt'o^w^pQW^q^ a 
good (and often any) seat;:M6st often these are proven 
favourites Deathjln Vemce;,Maifit Sode, Satyricon and 
the like but oil other occasiofts^cwill screen lesser 
known filniis of equal value. For instance Ken Ixiach's 
vlfis^which.will be screened with The Nightporter or Billy 
Wiider's brilliant The Front Page which with little pub-
licity had a poor two weeks run at the Albert 3. Sadly if 
a filtirishot heavily advertised or gets little publicity it 
.•more than likely will do badly. While this is frequentiy 
justified, occasionally, as in the above cases it is not. 
Thus from time to time we will put up signs advising you 
that such and such a film is worth seeing. When we do 
(his, it will be a genuinely worthwhile film and not a con. 
AMERICAN FILM THEATRE. 
With 2 screened in this series the record is one good 
and one bad. We gather that the remaining fibns are all 
good. Student A.F.T. Matinee admission price is $1.25. 
Weekly matinees are still the theatre's biggest econo-
mic liability but hopefully our better quality policy will 
work in the long mn as it is still too early to tell. Fridays 
Late Shows are doing well. Off-beat doubles like the 
been some muttering in the 
ranks over our increased prices. Firstly the Schonell can-
not afford to run at a loss! Secondly, regardless of our 
desires film distributors will only hire you their better 
films if you arc willing to pay for them. While Hollywood 
has a stranglehold on film distribution and exhibition in 
Australia this is not likely to change. Despite this, wc al-
ways try to give value for money by showing two films! 
And where else in Brisbane on a Saturday night can a stu-
dent see two 1 st releases for S1.50. 
CONFUSING PROGRAMMING 
You find knowing what is screening confusing? So do 
we, and for the staff of the theatre making sure wc get 
the slides, posters, trailers, press blocks, press previews 
as well as the film on the day of screening is giving us all 
nightmares. To make things a little easier for you how-
ever we will soon print a wallet size summary of our dai-
ly screenings. 
At the moment, a few of the functions we would like 
to perform e.g. a comprehensive movie poster selling ser-
vice, times when people can pop in and discuss movies 
they want to see, are being held up while we get all of 
our new procedures working properly. 
Finally, we would like to thaiik the staff of the thea-
tre who are so capably doing the work of four cinemas 
combined. 
Jim Beatson & Ron Wakenshaw. 
CAR POOLS 
POOL YOUR 
CARS With car parking fees introduced and the cost of pet-
rol about to skyrocket many students must be asking 
themselves how they can reduce the cost of travel. 
One answer is to make more use of public transport, 
trains, buses, ferries and bicycles. As these very useful 
systems have been neglected to the point of collapse 
many people still feel their freedom depends on having 
a car. 
One quick solution to reducing tlie number of cars 
on the road arid ease parking problems is for groups of 
drivers to agree to take turns in driving each other to 
Uni or work, thus you drive say one week in three and 
are a passenger the other two. The following leaflet has 
been distributed by 6 schoolkids to every car on cam-
pus. 
WE WANT TRANSPORT! 
Brisbane's commuters and housewives have had en-
ough. They have waited long enough for the politicians 
to do something reasonable along the lines of these id-
eas, • 
Obviously, the people who control the private trans-
port and road networks, the petrol and car manufactur-
ing companies, have a lot more say over the govern-
ment than the people who elected it. These companies 
are ahnost entirely vast multi-national corporations who 
amass huge profits by ruthless operations. The econom-
ic arm twisting they use in Australia to demand more 
freeways and less car taxes are mild compared with the 
methods the same people use in countries like Iran, 
South Africa and Chile for example. 
The only way to combat this situation is for large 
numbers of people to make their opinions heard, loudly!! 
Already in Brisbane, local community groups have for-
med to get better public transport. In hiala residents 
have distributed questionnaires and will draft submis-
sions on what they waiit>^  fsO people in Sandgate met 
one Saturday morning to protest about the state of 
public transport there. Several groups in Salisbury, 
Rocklea and Acacia Ridge have merged into the South-
side Lack of Transport committee. S.L.O.T. has already 
presented a submission for its area and now is investiga-
ting a legal challenge to the fianchising of bus routes. 
WHY CHOKE OURSELVES TO DEATH? 
A group of concerned school students ask you to ... 
- Help to keep tlie old people in our suburbs alive a bit 
longer and also stop damaging infants and young people. 
- Help reduce this "amount of pollution by doing some-
thing in your own life. Start sharing your car. 
- Please start a car pooling club to reduce the number 
of cars on suburban roads 
- We are frying to stop so many cars going out to the 
uni. Also to stop pollution in Brisbane. The advantages 
of joining the car pooling club are - you save money 
because your car is not being used everyday; decreases 
car conjestion at the main intersections & roads on ths 
way to the uni; you could also help others without cars 
and therefore public transport won't be so packed, 
FILL OUT THE FORM AT THE BOTTOM IF YOU 
WOULD LIKE TO JOIN THE CAR POOLING CLUB 
Thanks for your help. 
NATIONAL PUBLIC TRANSPORT ACTION DAY 
-AUGUST 1 
On August I, around Australia, people will demon-
strate for better public transport. Tom Uren, Minister 
for Urban and Regional Development will speak at a 
public rally in Sydney. 
In Brisbane a march is planned from Soutii Brisbane 
station to the city. At the moment thousands are forced 
to make this trek every day, a perpetual monument to 
the politicians lack of interest in providing a decent ser-
vice. 
The rally will start at 7.30 with the march commen-
cing at 8.15. the height ofthe rush hour. If you want to 
become involved with the campaign to improve public 
transport then this is a good place to start. 
Join in, start talking to people ih your area, decide 
what you need and work out how to get it. 
For information and contacts write to 
Public Transport Action Group. P.O. Box 82 Padding-
ton. D 
Name - •'.'• .Type of Car /.. 
Addi«ss • Phone 
Time Leaving Home Time Leaving Uni 
N o . of days going to Uni Which days going to Uni 
Would you give a non car owner a lift 
Send to the University of Queensland Union Car Pooling or drop it in the b o x at the Union. 
J \ » \ 
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If your old cassette player murders new music...lf it can't be serviced or just 
won't work any more... U P D A T E ! 
All this month, turn your old "Orphan Annie" cassette in for cash on a new 
SONY SUPERB CASSETTE SOUND 
In any sound line-up, Sony cassette players and radio-cassettes have the top billing because Sony portables sound 
great. And Sony builds them to last with only the best components and strong cabinets-Sony backs them, too, with solid 
service organisations all over Australia,.. When you update with Sony, you've gone all the way... to the top. 
MODEL TC115 
COMPACT CASSETTE-CORDER 
The perfect memo—and great 
for music, too. Features integral 
. Sony Eleclret Condenser 
microphone assuring compact 
sensitivity and recording 
quality complete with carrying 
case and shoulder strap. 
MODEL CF450 
DELUXE PORTABLE/FM-AM 
RADIO 
, Another all-purpose unit designed 
to give you high quality 
reproduction. Togetherwiih 
sensitive FM/AM reception, • 
Features instant recording and 
automatic shutoff. 
J 
MODEL CF130 
CASSETl'E-CORDER/ 
FM-AM RADIO 
Another beautifully designed and 
compact cassetle-corder/radio 
from Sony. Completely portable, 
it has built-in AC/DC operation 
so you can use the CF130 on 
either household current or 
batteries. Receives FM/AM 
radio ahd you can record direct ' 
from the radio to the cassette. ^ 
Features Sony's unique 
automatic optimum recording 
level system. 
MODEL TC126CS 
PORTABLE STEREO 
CASSETTE-CORDER 
An eminently compact and 
portable stereo cassetle-corder 
ideal for a picnic, at a campsite, 
in your bedroom, in the kilchen— 
everywhere. Comes with 
detachable separate speakers 
. and is also a portable stereo 
cassette deck. The multi-purpose 
unit for on-the-go people. 
OTHER ACCESSORiES: 
And If you prefer the very 
ultimate In sound, Sony offer a 
range of super-sensitive 
microphones to match your needs. 
If you don'l already own a 
cassette player, see your nearest 
Sony retailerhow for a great 
Sony cassette deal. 
MODEL CF150S 
RADIO/CASSETTE-CORDER 
A great combination—cassette 
recorder, 3-band radio. You'll 
record direct from the in-built 
radio orthrough the Eleclret 
integral microphone. Auto 
shutoff, lone swilch and 
earpiece are all standard. 
MODEL TC133CS 
COMPACT STEREO CASSETTE-
CORDER 
The complete stereo cassetle-
corder. Compact yet powerful. 
Features detachable lid-speakers 
foroptlmumstereo placement and 
removable hand grip. There's no 
limit to the versalilily of this unit. 
SONY CASSETTE TAPES 
Sony manufacture a great range 
of super low-noise, high-output 
tapes for maximum quality 
reproduction. Whatever your 
requirement, Sony high quality 
Chrome Dioxide or Sony Ferri 
Chrome, there's a Sony Cassette 
'TSUit, ^ 
SONY for particular people 
UNION AGENCY 
Located in the Union Shopping Arcade 
Tel. 711611 Internal calls: Ext. 394 or 6443 
?9 semper roreat 
HIROSHIMA DAY 
AUG 6 th 
CJONNOR KNOWS 
THE DANGERS 
In no circumstarwes would I act to 
establish an atomic reactor plant in Aus-
tralia when the state of atomic technob-
gyhasno answer to the radioactive was-
tes from, spent reactor fueL 
June 4,1974 
AND SO DOES CAIRNS! 
/ believe that existing technology for 
the use of uranium cannot be used with-
out the production of dangerous nuc-
lear waste material which cannot be made 
safe 
The use of this technobgy would re-
sult in very great dangers to people whe-
rever it is used and it is difficult to en-' 
sure that it would not be used for the 
•production of weapons. These tu-e two 
very strong reasons against mining, sale, 
and processing of uranium 
DAY OF SOLIDARITY 
WITH THE 
JAPANESE PEOPLE 
HOW SAFE ARE THEY? 
Let us put aside all the other ques-
tions of reactor safety and examine the 
incidence of reactor malfunctions. 
A preliminary report released by the 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
shows a steep rise in the number of "ab-
normal occurances" reported by opera-
tors of nuclear power plants. The com-
pilation shows a grand total of 1,421 for 
1974 as compared with 861 in 1973. 
The NRC classified 888 of these as "ncg-
ligable", 529 as "potentially significant" 
and 4 as "directly significant". The lat-
ter 4 occurred in Commonwealth Edi-
son's Zion 1 & 2, Dresden 2, Quad Cit-
ies 2 plants. 
So much for 1974, how about 1975? 
•February 1975, 
The nuclear Regularity Commission ord-
ered the shutdown of 23 of General El-
ectric's Boiling Water Reactors after in-
spection of Dresden 2 revealed cracks in 
the piping of the Emergency Core Cool-
ing System. Follow-up checks have rev-
ealed cracks in the bypass piping at Dres-
den 2, Qualities 1 & 2, Millstone 1, 
in 
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rocking horse 
records 
Rowes Arcade, Adelaide St. Brisbane 
Phone 29 5360 
IMPORT RECORDS JET FRESH 
FROM THE U.S.A. 
NEW RELEASES BY: Steve Stills, Phil 
Manianera, Beach Boys, Kinks, lan Hunter, 
James Gang, Hawkwind, Edgar Winter, Bob 
Marley, Average White Band and Rolling Stones 
(Made in Ihe Shade). 
^HwVWwTurn on with/// / /^// / / / / / /;^ 
iBLACKLIGHTt^ 
M / W f Tubes from $7-24'^ ^n\^NV\>V? 
SEE THE WIDE RANGE OF POSTERS 
ON DISPLAY IN OUR 
BLACKLIGHT GALLERY 
Glo Po/ter/ 
ROWES ARCADE, EDWARD&ADELAIDESTS.,CITY. 
OI^STOCK 
mm ?(m 
CAMPUS PHARMACY 
Shopping Centre 
University orQueensIand 
ST LUCIA 
Teleiihone- - - 701509 
* (Internal 6882) 
PROMPT PRESCRIPTION SERVICE 
AGENT FOR 
PERFUMES COSMETICS 
I'abcrge 
Dana 
Lanvin 
Lancome 
Revion 
Cyclac 
Steiner 
Max {''actor 
,^ PHOTO FINISHING 
24 Hour Black and While 
Prompt Colour Service. 
•BD nan or eimutsi 
coKsxm n nx iicn or us iuniusa 
TO tat a Kon MIIT U nssitu -
ma TH KinML intuniiM 
nun inon. 
BRCiiUT ntrn nosi n xm IT ROL.* 
t | * .«• " ' I ' " ' » • ' • ' •«•"••*»•• • '1»"»-* 
- t v . * ' • • — • - . • • • , ' • • I ' t . ' ^ #*1 
H.- . - . V t . • • • * - • . . * - . •< l» - * • 
, . * ^ . •, e1» • I . * - ' " ' * ' , 
CO*MIIM niCMTIKtO * l f t Id *L i *»» PWIOOCIlCW 
Astro Alternative Health Centre 
453 Milton Road, Auchenflower 
(Next to Wholefoods.) 
t Swedish Therapeutic Massage 
t Spinal Manipulations 
t Homoepathic Herbal and 
Biochemic Remedies 
t Kadionic Analysis 
I0A.M.~6P.M. 
by appointment: 
phone 708806 
Ricks 
Mountain 
Shop 
SPECIALIZED OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 
For 
* Mountaineering 
* Rockclimbing 
* Caving 
* Overseas Traveileis 
•iightwe«htCainiMng. 
Tents, Packs, Sleeping Bags, Boots 
Climbing Equipment. Ropes, Clothing. 
CALL S31 MOtoa Rd. to<moi« 
WRITE P.O. Box 12 Toowoi« 4066 
Phone 702294 or 933T71 
ALERT DRIVING SCHOOL 
Uam to drive correctly and safely, from fuBy trained instructors with vast 
dnving background experience on Dual Controlled Late Model Care. 
I • ' . _ 
- ALERT will call for and return you to your address. 
- ALERT guarantees a full hour of instruction. 
-ALERT gives special rate to Univeisity Students, Nurses, Apprentices and 
D G a n similar categories. 
- ALERT arranges test bookings and provMes a free drivers licence to suciessfui 
^ students. 
alert 
- ALERT provkles instruction 7 days a week - all suburbs. 
Student (Proprietor: ROY BARTON)^ 12 ROMEA STREET, THE GAP 4061 
PHONE: 30 2416 ALL HOURS 
campus card 8L 
gift slipp 
Gifts, cuds , posters, candles, indiangear 
stationery ind art supplies 
Union Shopping Arcade 8.30.5.30 daily 
Do your own car 
repairs 
HBJPft ADVICE IF 
RcaumcD 
Save on 
mechanical repairs 
;^atU-FIX-lT. : : 
172 B«a<^ Bil., Oflpen PWns 461047 .. 
Open 7 days - 10 ain. to. 10 pjn. 
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on 
Representatives 
Boards 
Nominations are called for the positions listed below. Nominees 
should note that these positions will be filled co-Incident with the 
Student Union Annual General Elections. They are quite distinct from 
Union Positions and nominees should ascertain that they complete 
the separate NOMINATION FORM FOR FACULTY BOARD 
REPRESENTATIVES, and fulfil the University requirements that are 
outlined in this notice and on the form, 
FACULTY OF ARCHITECTURE 
Two (2) Representatives of undergraduates in the Departmet^t of 
Architecture. 
One (1} Representative of undergraduates in the Department of 
Regional and Town Planning. 
FACULTY OF ARTS 
Seven (7) Representatives of undergraduates in the Faculty of Arts 
Three (3) Representatives of Postgraduatesin the Faculty of Arts 
{Post-Graduate for this purpose is any person enrolled for a higher 
degree in the Faculty of Arts but not employed as a Qrade 3 Tutor or 
above.) 
FACULTY OF COMMERCE & ECONOMICS 
Two (2) Representatives of Undergraduates and Post-graduates in 
the Faculty of Commerce and Economics. 
FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
One (1) Representative of students in the Department of Education. 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE 
Five (5) Representatives of Undergraduates in>the Faculty of Science. 
QUALIFICATION OF CANDIDATES 
A candidate for election to any of the above positions must be qual-
ified to vote for the position concerned. S/he must be nominated and 
seconded by persons who are also qualified to stand for the position 
in question. 
Candidates should note, that except as herein mentioned, tfte regu-
lations of the University of Queensland Union will apply to any elec-
tion held to fill these positions and they should er-.sure that they are 
supplied with an "extract of regulations" when they obtain their nom-
ination forms. 
ryomination forms ara available from Union Office or from Area 
Vice-Presidents. Forms will be sent to part-time students if requested 
in writing. 
Nominations open at 9.00 a.m. 1st August, 1975 
Nominations close at 5.00 p.m. on Friday 15th August 1975 at 
Union Office. 
Should the number of nominations exceed the number of positions 
in any case, voting will take place in the week of September 15 - 19th 
1975 by means of a polling booth in the main refectory. Students en-
rolled ir; clinical years in the faculties of Medicine and Dentistry will 
be sent postal ballots. Any other student requiring a postal ballot will 
be sent one on receipt of a written request by the Electoral Officer, 
University of Queensland Union. 
PETER PHILLIPS, 
ELECTORAL OFFICER, 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND UNION 
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